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Surveys Show Reagan
Ahead In Electoral Votes

SELECTS PAINTINGS — Donors tOMurray Civic Music Association choose art works donated to MCMA. by local artists. Pictured .are Mrs. DonlJean) Bennett (right) chairman of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
and Mrs. Max (Kathryn) Carman, a member of the Music Department and also a member of the Board of Directors
of Murray Civic Musk Association. The artists, who include Dot Rowlett, Emily Wolfson,.anel Bob Liead, donated
the art works so that they Could be used to encourage corporate and personal contributions tb Murray Civic Music
Association. Among the first contributors of.k1 59 pc nnoce_to MCMA, who are being awarded art works are FisherPrice Toys, the Bank of Murray, the Music Department of the, Murray Woman's -Club, and Mrs. Garman, whose
award will also be donated to the Woman's Club.

Fighting Reported Along Invasion
Front As War Enters Third Week
BAGHDAD, Iraq I AP) — Fighting
was reported all-along the 300-mile invasion front today as the war between
Iran and Iraq went into its third week.
Iran claimed the Iraqi penetrations had
been halted in several areas and Iranian forces had forced the Iraqis to
'retreat irm other sectors.
An Iranian military communique
said Iranian jets raided military

targets inside Iraq, "including air
bases, radar installations, troop Columns and military garrisons as well as
oil and military-industrial installations."
The communique denied that the Iranian jets attacked civilian areas,
although it said they had, dropped
leaflets over Baghdad.- The Iranian air
attacks ended a unilateral Iraqi

Beane Appointed To State
Advisory Panel By Brown
Allan Beane of Murray has been appointed by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. to
the State Advisory Panel for Exceptional Children.
Beane, who is an assistant professor
in the Center for Innovation and
• Development at Murray State University, will serve a four-year term which
will end Aug. 8, 1983. The other five appointed for four-year terms are Mrs.
Winfred B. Pigg, London; Jayne D.
Miller, Louisville': Charlie Muntz,

Frankfort; and Martha D. Turner,
Booneville.
They replace Betty Kirlin and Ed
Blackhurst, both of Lexington; Bill Edwards, Cynthiana; Shirley O'Conner
Surface, London; and Pearl Vaughn,
Columbia, whose terms have expired.
Also appointed was Diane Schneider,
Covington, to serve the unexpired term
of David Curd, Louisville. Curd resigned from the panel. .

inside today
A school record of 13 consecutive regular season wins was established
Saturday by the Murray State Racers after their 30-6 win over OVC rival
Morehead State. The win puts the Racers at 5-0 for the season and 2-0 in
conference play. For further details on the game, see today's sports section.
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clear and cool
Clear and cool tonight, lows in
the low to mid 40s. Sunny and a
little warmer Tuesday, highs in
the upper 60s to low 70s.
Extended Forecast
Mostly fair with mild days and
cool nights Wedn"esday through
Friday. Highs in the 70s and lows
in the mid 40s to mid 50s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

354.90
354.88

State Police Arrest Man
In Park Robbery-Slaying
By The Associated Press
State police have arrested a Cadiz
man after a robbery-slaying at Lake
Barkley State Park and a suspect is still
being. sought in a fatal shooting near
Barbourville.
Kenneth M. Ladd,22, of Cadiz;a clerk
at the Barkley Lodge at Lake Barkley
State Park, was shot to death about 3
a.m. CDT Sunday by a man who had
just robbed him of $1,800, state police
said.
Kentucky Staie Police have charged
- 18-year-old Michael Lee Cunningham,
of Cadiz, with murder in the death of
Ladd. Cunningham also worked at the
lodge.
41..add, who was shot three times with
a .22 caliber weapon, was found about
3:30 a.m. by a janitor, satdatate police.

Cunningham has been lodged in the
Trigg County jail.
' Law enforcement officials are investigating the case.
In a separate incident, State police
say they have no suspect thus far in the
investigation of the shooting death of
Stephen Chris Brock of Woollurn Satur•
day night.
Brock, 21, was shot in the back with a
.30-caliber weapon and Darrell Gibson,
38,of the same Knox county community
was critically wounded, officers
reported. Gibson was taken to a • Lexington hospital.
The incident occurred about 11 milesn9rth of Barbourville in the front yard
of a residence, officers reported. Noe
other details of the incident were
available from state police. .4

ceasefire moments after it started.
An Iraqi spokesman said earlier Iranian warplanes made two raids on the
Baghdad area and other Iraqi cities
beginning at dawn Sunday, when Iraq
had said it would stop fighting if the Iranians did likewise. Iraq said it
retaliated with raids on the Tehran airport and oil installations elsewhere and
would continue the war "in view of
Iran's non-response to the cease-fire."
The Iranian communique said its
forces at the northern end of the front,
near Qasr-e-Shirin, were resisting concentrated Iraqi attacks, halting an Iraqi penetration there.
An Iraqi advance was also stopped in
the central sector near Mehran, while
Iraqi forces were driven back "some
distance" Sunday in Musian, Takkeh
and Pay-e-Pol. according to the communique broadcast by Tehran Radio. It
said the Iranian forces achieved "impressive successes" in. the central sector, taking partial control of the Karkeh
river.
Around Ahwaz, the capital of the oilrich Khuzistan province, an Iraqi column was "crushed" in the past few
days and the area has been cleared of
Iraqis, the Iranians claimed.

WASHINGTON (AP) — With just
four weeks left in the presidential campaign, surveys by five major news
organizations show Republican Ronald
Reagan well ahead in the electoral
vOtesthat actually decide the president
tial contest.
In three of the surveys, Reagan had
more than the 270 electoral votes needed to win the presidency.
However, the survey by The
Associated Press showed tossup states
still hold the balance, meaning Carter
could reverse the trend. And The
Washington Post, whose own survey
shows Reagan with more than the need
electoral votes, also said the president
could still pull off a victory.
The AP surrey of political leaders,
campaign strategists and state public
opinion polls showed that the outcome
hinges on tightly contested states in the
Northeast and upper Midwest and in
Texas.
All three major candidates were
campaigning today in the Midwest and
Northeast. President Carter was to be
in Wisconsin and Dlinois, Reagan in
Connecticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and independent John Anderson in Illinois and Massachusetts.
The AP survey showed Reagan the
leader in 25 states with 236 electoral
votes, 34 short of the majority that
would install a new Republican administration.
It showed Carter leading.in 11 states
and the District of Columbia,for a total
of 131 electoral votes.
Neither the AP survey, nor any of the
others, slims Anderson winning any
electoral votes, though it's possible he
could tip the election one way or the
other in some states. That means there
is virtually no prospect Anderson can
deadlock the election in the Electoral
College.
Under the Constitution, the presidential vote is decided in the Electoral College which means —though it has rarely happened — that the man elected
need not necessarily win the popular
vote.
There are 538 Electoral College votes,
cast by representatives of each state
and the District of Columbia. The winner of a majority in a state is given all
its electoral votes, and the candidate
who gains a majority, 270 votes, wins
the presidency.
The state-by-state figures at this
point, however, provide no clear omen
of the results one month away. In the
AP survey, 14 states with 171 electoral
votes are rated tossups, with no clear
leader. And close contests loomjn virtually every battleground state.
The new survey compares with one

Sept. 5 that showed Reagan ahead for
212 electoral votes, Carter for 90. That
means both candidates made gains, but
Reagan's margin held pretty steady
during the past month.
Reagan now is rated the leader in
Ohio, Michigan and New Jersey, all
three of which were judged tossups in
the earlier survey. The three states
have a total of 63 electoral votes. .
Caller gained the upper hand in New
York. That state's 41 electoral votes are
second only to California's 45 and are
crucial to a Democratic electoral majority.
An early Reagan ,lead seems to be
waning in Illinois, and its 26 electoral
votes now are rated a tossup. So are the
26 votes of Texas, and 17 in Florida,
both Democratic fair years ago and
both hotly contested now.
Florida is a prime target in Reagan's
campaign to crack what was Carter's
solid Midi. Reagan also appears to
hold the advantage in Mississippi, with
Louisiana and Alabama among the

tossup states.
The other surveys showed the following:
—Washington Post: Reagan leading
in 28 states with 283 electoral votes,
Carter ahead in 14 states and the
District of Columbia, with 151 electoral
votes; eight tossup states with 104
votes:
—New York Times: Reagan in the
lead in 29 states with 414 votes; Carter
ahead in 12 states and the District with
136 electoral votes; nine states with 88
electoral votes rated "too close to call."
—Newsweek: Reagan ahead in 30
states with 321 electoral votes; Carter
leading in 12 states and the DiStriet, for
142 electoral votes; etght states were
considered tossups with 75 electoral'
votes.
—Time; Reagan with "a firm leadin states controlling 93 electoral votes
and an edge in states with 222 more;
Carter "safely ahead" in states-with 54
electoral votes, leading in states with 1i3
more.

Murray High Band Wins
Third In Lexington Contest
Danville High School won the Whit.
The Murray High Tiger Band won the
-diviSion, for bands with the second
third place trophy at the 18th annual
largest number of members. East HarKentucky Invitational Band Contest
din High School, Elizabethtown, was seheld at Henry Clay High School
'cond, followed by Russell High School.
Stadium in Lexington Saturday night.
third. Awards for auxiliary units in the
The band, which was entered in the
white division were in the same order. ,
blue division for bands with the largest
- Twenty-four' bands were entered in
number of members, is directed by
the contesksponsored by the Fayette
Charles Cobb and Jim Wright.
Lions Club. Judges for the contest
The blue division was won by George
Rogers Clark High School of Win-- were: Robert H. Codner, Cicero, N.Y.:
Neal Haworth, Lynchburg, Va.; Martin
chester, followed by Lexington
Hurley, New Orleans, La.; J. Daniel
Lafayette High School. Tates Creek
Martin, Marietta, Ga.; and Pamela
High School of Lexington was fourth,
Nebors Snoeck, Hoffman Estates, Ill.
and Campbell County High School,
Alexandria, was fifth.
In the blue division awards for auxiliary units,"eorge,Rogers Mart was
first, Lafayette, second, and 'rates
Creek,third.
The Tennessee Valley Authority will
hold one of its bi-monthly board of
directors meetings at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 16, in the Calloway County Mile
School Gymnasium.
Each month, 1'VA holds board
meetings at locations in the Tennessee
Valley outside Knoxville. The meetings
Arm overview of time gifted and
give TVA officials opportunities to
talented program-- for 1980-81 by
share' with citizens the business norMargaret Franklin, program director,
mally conducted by the board of direcwill highlight the Tuesday, Oct.' 7,
tors. Also, it enables the people of the
meeting of the- Murray Independent
'Valley to discuss TVA-related issues
Board of Education. with the board and senior managers.
Personnel recommendations are also
The public is invited. The ' iniddle
on the agenda for the meeting which
school is located at 2110 College Farm
will be at 7:30 p.m. at the board office
building.
Road.

TVA To Hold Board
Meeting At CCMS

Gifted-Talented
Overview Highlights
City Board Agenda

'Oliver!'Comes To
University Theatre
"Oliver!" the big blockbuster
musical hit based on Charles Dickens'
famous "Oliver Twist," about an appealing orphan boy's adventures in Victorian London's underworld, is coming
to the Murray State University Theatre
on Oct. 9, 10, 11, 16, 17 and a special
matinee performance Oct. 12.
This presentation will not only include the show's abundant songs that
have become popular favorites — and
Dickens' compelling tale of the
worktioliSe boy who became a
pickpocket — but also the spectacular
scenic effects, representing London's
underworld of the 19th century.
The bounding talents of one man,
Lionel Bart, supplied the book, the
music and the lyrics that turned
Dickens' darkly poignant story into this
rollicking musical comedy.
Bail transformed the grim elements
of Dickens' tale into light entertainment with only minor adjustments. The
scenes painted by the novelist show up
in the musical as a tavern for rowdy
revelry, the bleak workhouse where orphans are penned up and starved
becomes the site for a chorus of
ragamuffins, beating spoons in empty
gruel dishes, to belt out a rousing paean
to "Food, Glorious Food" and Fagin's
lair is changed from a sinister hide-out
into a fairytale ogre's den.
Fagin himself turns out in the
musical to be a lovable old scalawag, a
comically eccentric miser, instructing
his city-jungle juveniles im their trade
with a topsy-turvy song,"You've Got to
Pick a Pocket or Two."

Jason Woods (Oliver) will be seen in
the musical's appealing title role of the
fate-buffeted orphan boy; ,Richard
Valentine as Fagin, the droll professor
of pickpocketry who tells his urchinpupils to "Shut up and drink yer gin,"
Ren Leys as the spirited and sultry
Nancy (with the opportunitylo sing the
show's famous torch-song "As Long As
He Needs Me"); and Gary Martin as
the evil Bill Sikes she is attached to.
Billy Richeson will portray the cocky
Artful Dodger; Scott Dowd Mr. Bumble, the tyranical work-house beadle;
Phyllis Love (Mrs. Comey) his collaborator in underfeeding orphans;
David Eberle and Mary Beth Price
(Mr. and Mrs. Sowerberry) the spiteful
family of undertakers to whom the
quaking Oliver is briefly apprenticed;
and Bill Phillips the wealthy Mr.
Brownlow.
Not the least important part of the
cast will be the show's barrelful of
scampering kids
portraying at first
the denizens of the workhouse, later
Fagin's apt pupils at thievery.
Mark Malinauskas is directing
"Oliver!" Tim Hawkins is conducting
its score, and .Karen Boyd is designing
the production's scenery that ranges
from the grim workhouse to sunlit London streets, from the undertaker's
macabre place of h..!iiiuess to Fagin's
schoolroom for thieves, from a dimly
lighted underworld tavern to the
Thames embankment where Bill Sikes
is finally cornered.
Tickets for this production are now
available and may be reserved by calling the box office at 762-4421 or 767-67R.

'OLIVER!' — Gary Martin of Murray is shown rehearsing the part of the evil
Bill Sikes in the upcoming University Theatre production of "Oliver" Reserved tickets are now on sale at the box office. The opening night per
formance is already sold out. Reservations maybe made by calling 767;
Photo Hal Rice
6797.
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Events Of The Community Are Scheduled
Tuesday,Oct. 7
Moaday,Oct.6
Monday,Oct.6
Free blood pressure check
Bloodmobile from Paducah
- Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will will be at Beshear Gym, Stu- will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
observe Past Masters Night dent Center, Murray Slate, at the Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, Sycamore and South
with a potluck dinner at 6:30 from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
15th Streets.
p.m. and meeting at 7:30 p.m.
female
Swing,
Frent Porch
at the lodge hall.
meet
barber shop group, will
Murray TOPS (take off
the
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will at 7 p.m. at the library of
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. A. C. First Christian Church.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
1.a Follette at 7:30 p.m. for the
Health Center.
County
County
Murray-Calloway
annual stitching and stirring Camera Club will meet at 7
Singles Class of Seventh and
program.
p.m. at the First United
Poplar Church of Christ will
one
Each
Church.
Methodist
Church
Baptist
Northside
meet at 7 p.111. at the church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at should bring camera and
session.
shooting
a
for
tripods
the home of Janice Graham.
Parents Anonymous will
Singles Unlimited will meet
Recovery Inc., will meet at
at 6:30 p.m. For inforat Denean's at the Holiday Inn 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, meet
mation call 753-5995 or 435at 7 p.m.
North Seventh and Olive 4385.
Coldwater United Methodist Streets.
::'hurch Women are scheduled
Carter School PTA will meet
Olga Hampton WMU of
to meet at 7 p.m.
7 p.m. at the school.
at
Church
Sinking Spring Baptist
at the church at 7
meet
will
Murray Middle School PTO
Calloway County Band
p.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Boosters will meet at 6:30
;school.
p.m. at the high school
Church
First Baptist
,
will meet as cafeteria for a potluck supper.
Groups
Women's
.Reservations for the ladies
follows: Lottie Moon with
Bloodmobile will be at
day luncheon on Wednesday at
Katie Outland at 7 p.m. and
Club
Country
Center,
Murray
the
with Leone Beshear Gym,Student
Jones
Kathleen
State, from 10 a.m. to
should be made today with
Murray
p.m
7:15
Travis at
Jean Lindsey.
4 p.m.

,THE ACES

IRA G CORN

Ik

can become a thing of the
.
past.
North's three spade bid
described a. good no trump
opening in support of hearts.
Some finesses have no and South- pushed on to the
future. If they win, the best reasonable slam.
one can get is an even
West led the diamond
break. If they lose, a slam
deuce and declarer had to
think about finessing early.
He didn't think too long and
dummy's diamond queen
THEE GIRL
went to East's king. Back
Mr.'and Mrs. Larry E. Thee came a club to West's ace
of Greensboro, N. C., are the and the slam was goge
parents of a baby girl. Laura before declarer won a trick.
But that wasn't all.
Kathleen, weighing six pounds
12 ounces, measuring 19 in- Declarer won the next lead
ches, born on Saturday, Sept. and drew trumps, but_he
was forced to try ?nether
t• 27,at a hospital there.
he
They have one son, Evan, 7. finesse in spades before
'get out for only one
The mother is the former could
down.
Joyce Yarbrough. Both Mr:
Had South thought about
and Mrs. Thee are band direc- the spade finesse sooner, he
tors at the high school for Gi bwould have seen that the
sonville County in North
diamond finesse could serve
Carolina.
no useful purpose because it
',Grandparents are Mr. and could not affect the eventuMrs. Milt*i Thee of Paducah
al result -- a practice
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester
finesse. Success or failure
, Yarbrough of Murray. A great
hinged on the spade finesse
and declarer should have
grandmother is Mrs. Lester
made his slam
Fellows of Paducah.
At trick one, declarer
should win dummy's diamond ace, draw trumps and
take the spade finesse. If it
7:15.9:30
loses, he goes down two; if it
wins, the diamond finesse
becomes unnecessary Why
I0-6-A
NORTH
•A Q 10
Q J 104
Cargo:11C • 753 3314
41 A Q
J 74
•
7:15,9:15
EAST
WEST
40 4 2
*K 7 5 3
•53
•62
•K 9 7 3
•10 8 6 2
•8 5 3 2
4 A 96
13614GINFIELD
SOUTH
Caddyshack
•J 96
•A K 9 R 7
J4
Thru Thur.
*K Q 10
I like men who have a
:
future and women who have
past."-- Oscar Wilde.

Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet in the
church library at 2 p.m. with
Mary Parks, Vera Farris, and
Mary Force as hostesses.
Sarah Van Meter will give the
program and Lenore Moore
will give the devotion.

Vulnerable Both
North The bidding
North East South
Pass 3•
1 NT
3•
Pass 3 NT
4• , Pass 4 NT
Pass 6 111
5•

COAST TO COAST

4th *esti — Ends lbw.
, 20,9 20

Dealer
West
l'ass
Pass
Pass
AN pass

Opening lead Diamond
deuce
hope for two winning
finesses when only ore will
do'
Bid ssith Corn

Urn Thor 10/16
7:10,9:05
George Burns

OH,GOD!
BOOK II

South holds 10-6-B
•.1 9 fi
•• A K 9 A 7
.1 4
K Q 10
*Mtn
11
3.

Pack 76 of the Cub Scouts
will have an organizational
meeting at 7 p.m. at the North
Calloway Elementary School.
Murray-Calloway County
Chapter of Ducks Unlimited
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn.

Wednesday,Oct. II
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
including monthly birthday
party for October. Lunch will
be served at 12 noon.

Activities for the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch at 11:45
a.m.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Sirloin Stockade.

Windvoice, composed of
Doug and Don Holmes,
Florida, will be featured in a
Ladies day luncheon will be
Christian concert at 7 p.m. at served at 12 noon at the Murthe Maranatha Christian ray Country Club with Jean
Center, 200 North 15th Street. Lindsey as hostess' chairman.
This is free and open to the Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.
public.
with Louise Lamb and
Cathryn Garrott as hostesses.
Wednesday,Oct. 8
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: South PleaBridge will be played at 9:30
sant Grove at Denean's at
Holiday Inn and Pottertown at a.m, at the Oaks Country Club
Colonial House Smorgasbord, by the women with Mayrelle
both at 10 a.m.; Pacers with Clark as hostess.
Florene Shoemaker at 9:30
a.m.; New Concord with
Bessie Dunn and Harris Grove
with Margaret Taylor, both at
1 p.m.

,Planned
For fr'ednesdav At
The iliirroy Club

Women of St. Leo's Catholic
Church will meet at 1 p.m. at
the Parish Hall.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 9
a.m, at the church to go to
Reelfoot Lake. For those not
going a bazaar, workshop will
beheld.
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.tn. at the club house.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the homeof
Denecia Lovins at 7 p.m.

NEW MEMBERS — The Murray High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America recently initiated 26
new member. Lisa Bogard and Amy Carman reported on the fall regional meeting held at Murray State University.
. Newly initiated members include from left, first row, Dawn Sykes, Jennifer Gilligan, Kim Wilham, Angie Hamilton,
Kelli Crawford, Erin Burke, Tracey Graves, Caroline Schoenfelt, Emily Apperson, second row, Stacey Willett, Lori
Wynn, Jodi Martin, Lisa Bogard, Kim Sykes, Brenda Crittenden, Cindy Darnell, Tammi chadwick, Jill Moss, Sheri
' Wildey, Lanette Hopkins, and Amy Carman. Chapter mothers elected by the members were Mesdames Dan
Shipley, John Hina, Harold Beaman, Gordon loberger, Bobbie Wilson, Walt Apperson, Max Farley, Arvin Crafton,
and Charles Roberts.

Cub Scout Pack
73 Holds Meet
5.
Pack 73 of the Cub Scouts of
America met at Southwest
School Sunday afternoon for a
time of fun and .recreation.
The boys of the pack competed
in preliminary games similar
to those that will be held in
Paducah on Oct. 11 for the
and Stikoni
Chickasaw
Districts.
The first place winners and
the events were:
SOFTBALL THROW +
Mike Bucy, 10 years old;
Michael Manning,9 years old;
Ronnie Cochran,8 years old.
STANDING BROAD JUMP—
Mike Bucy, 10 years old;
Joey Dillon, 9 years old; Will
Gentry,8 years old.
50 YARD DASH—
Chris Paschal, 10 years old;
Chad Woods,9 years old; Will
Gentry,8 years old.
PUSH UPS

Joe Willett, 10 years old,
Greg Lassiter, 9 years old;
Will Gentry,8 years old.
SIT UPS—
Rodger Herndon, 10 years
old; Greg Lassiter, 9 years
old; Will Gentry,8 years old.
Pack 73 of Southwest School,
which was the only pack of the
Four Rivers Council ti receive
the National Summer Time
Pack Award, is composed of
four dens — Weeblos-Kenneth
Bucy, leader; Den #1 Elizabeth Douglas, den
mother for the Lynn Grove
area; Den #2-Kay Dillon, den
mother for the Hazel area;
Den #3-Kathy Gentry, den
mother for the Gatesborough
area.
Wayne Wesson is scout
master and maybe contacted
at 753-7913 for those interested
in this scouting group.

North
2
a.

Chestnut 9•753-3314
ANSWER: Thret hearts
Denies semi-balant ed hand
with a spade stopper or an
unbalanced hand with four
card club support

M

*Aged Tut
121 S *753-3314

It. Are, Send Andre queslion.
PO Bell 12363 Dallas rmas 75225
with mgf-addrennert stamped envelope
for reply

If elcome
Inge

492-8346

Wagon

bl"....k.41"-

Mary Hamilton 763-5570

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
WOULD YOU
COME BACK
TOMORROW.?

I'M
COLLECTING,
MRS
R.
PAUL...

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks:'

PAY BY MAIL

Getting settled
made simple.
Ilim-bion dilemmas fads
atter a WELCOME WAGON call.
Is your Nostriss, it's my job Is help yen maks ths
most of yew now noighbarhost Mar shopping areas.
Comaisnity apportvaltios. Special attraction. Lots
of facts ts sass yes tims sod mousy.
Plus a basket of gifts for year family.
I'll he listeaittg for year ea&

NEW OFFICERS — Officers of the Murray High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America for the 1980-81 school year are, from left, first row, Gina
Shipley, secietary; Lynn Loverger, first vice president; Carol Beaman, president; Kathy
Roberts, second vice president; Paulette Kelly, treasurer; second row, Samantha
Wilder, scholarship; Melanie Roos, reporter; Laura Sears, historian; Teresa Suiter,
parliamentarian; Terry Wells, honor roll; Lisa Wilson, devotion. Absent from photo
were Denise Eversmeyer, song leader, and Kim Oles, recreation.
Photos by Kaye Peebles

Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church.
- -

Workshop tn oil painting will
be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Mur- Luncheon
ray Art Guild.
• „
Makin' Molasses will be
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
Empire Point, Land Between
The women of the Murray
the Lakes.
Country Club will have a
day luncheon on
Senior Citizens groups will ladies
Wedne,sday,•Oct. 8, at 12 noon
at
p.m.
2
to
a.m.
10
meet from
at the club.
Douglas Center and Hazel
Jean Lindsey is chairman of
Center, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
the luncheon and reservations
at Ellis Center, and at 9:30
should be made with her by toa.m,at the Dexter Center.
day, Monday.
Other hostesses will be
Bea Walker Group of First
Charlotte Parker, Sue
Baptist Church Women will
Costello, Agnes Payne, Anna
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
Mary Adams, Cecelia Brock,
of Mrs. Paul Mansfield.
Sue Overby, Geri Andersen,
Elli Christopher, Clarice
The First Baptist Church
Marge Kipp, MarSparkman,
general
its
WMU will hold
Lou Bell,
'Mary
Enix,
tha
meeting at 9:30 a.m. at the
Janet Denton, Enid Sanders,
church.
andNancy Thurmah.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
Churchwide breakfast of the
with Louise Lamb and
Memorial Baptist Church will a.m.
Garrott as hostesses.
be at 8:30 a.m. at the Boston Cathryn
Tea Party.

a

Robert Blake
Dyao Como.

Tuesday,Oct.7
Murray Band Boosters will
have a very important
meeting at 7 p.m. at the Murray High Band room. Each
student should have a parent
present.

Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
HONORED HERE — Senior citizens having birthdays in September were honored at a
party held Wednesday, Sept. 24, at the Douglas Center. They included, left to right,
back row, Mary Edmonds, Glen Halm, Amos McCarty, Ernestine Skinner, Joe Burkeen,
f;sanningham, Jewell Byrd, Hazel Workman, Lavelle Beall, front row,
middle row,
Goldie Cole, Maggie Print, and Addie Burkeen. The birthday party for senior citizens
having birthdays ie.,October will he held Wednesday, Oct. 8, at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center on L. P. Miller Strtet, Murray.

So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without tie right change —and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.
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Margaret Taylor's Home Scene For
Harris Grove Homemakers' Meeting
Margaret Taylor will open
her home on the Lynn Grove
Road for the meeting of the
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club to be held Wednesday,
Oct.8,at 1 p.m.
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend,
a club spokesman said.
Two lessons were presented
at the September meeting held
at the home of Elizabeth
Parks with the hostess
discussing "The Look of
Fall," and Nova Lee Wendt

the Future
I row, Gina
dent; Kathy
, Samantha
resa Suiter,
From photo

The landscaping notes were
read by Lena Jones, and Mrs.
Taylor gave the devotion. A.
trip to the Land Between the
Lakes is planned for Oct. 10.
Hattie Lee Galloway was
welcomed as a new member.

bbe

Straight Talk
About V.D.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old girl who never misses
your column. I read those letters about VD and have a few
questions I want to Bilk you:
1. In which states can doctors treat minors for VD
without telling their parents?
2. How old does a person have to be trefore he is no longer
. considered a minor?
3. Will you please come right out and describe some of the
symptoms of Nip? I have heard so many stories, I am
confused. For instance, I have.heard-that if a sore on the
lips, in the mouth or on the private parts doesn't heal up,it
is probably VD. I've also heard that-a person can have other
or
signs of VD — like a burning sensation when
an unusual discharge from private parts; also that these
signs sometimes go away without treatment, but the disease
is still there and keeps on getting worse. Is that true?
4. Can VD really ramie crippling, blindnessand insanity,
• or are these just stories adults made up to scare'as"?'
5. Is it true that once a person is treated for VD he can
never get it again?
-6. One last qu,eetion which hope -you won't think is too
j
• dumb to answer.Can a-person get VD without going all the
• way?
With questions like these, I can't have a letter from you
coming to my house, so will you please answer this in the
paper? I am sure there are lots of other kids who would also
like to know. Thank you very much.
NEEDING ANSWERS

arinating,

ntly initiated 26
.tate University.
ingie Hamilton,
•ey Willett, Lori
Jill Moss, Sheri
Nesda m es Dan
, Arvin Crafton,

1

D YOU
BACK
RROW?

I

DEAR NEEDING:
1. If you want to know whether the physicians in
your state are required by law to have parental
consent before treating minors for VD,telephone the
VD hot line. The toll-free number is 1-1400-227-8922
for all states outside California. la California it's 1800-982-5883.
2. The age of a minor differs from state to state. It
differs also for particular purposes. And in some
states, the age of a minor is not the same for a male as
it is for a female. The VD hot line will inform you.
3. All the symptoms you describe can indicate VD -but these symptoms can also be present where there
is no VD, so the only way to determine positively
whether or not you have it is to be examined by a
physician.
4. Yes. But the conditions you describe are found
only in advanced capes.
5. Absolutely not!
6. Positively yes!
And may I add, no question that is asked in sincerity is "too dumb" to answer. I urge any minor who
suspects that he (or she) has VD, and cannot face his
parents with the problem, to telephone the local
department of public health and ask to see a doctor.
Don't be afraid. You won't be lectured and you won't
be punished. And if you don't have the few dollars to
cover the cost of the examination, it will be free.
VD is curable, and the earlier it is treated, the
better. If anyone has any questions related to this
subject, write to me. I promise you a prompt,straight
and confidential answer.
P.S. Mario Thomas has made a 30-minute special
titled "Facts For Girls," in which girls, ages 10, 12
and 14, talk openly about their feelings, their changing bodies and their emotions. It airs tomorrow,
Tuesday, Oct. 7 at 4 p.m;on CBS-TV. It's wonderful!
I've seen it and urge you and all girls between 10 and
16 to watch it.
•••

t date to
receive
?.r to pay

business
)m us at
ie retail
the 10th,
to make

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought To Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Ii

lit

NEW OFFICERS - Newlk elected officers of the Women's Guild of St. Leo's Catholic
Church are, left to right, Marge Garland, secretary, Helene Janusz, treasurer, the Rev.
Martin Mattingly, spiritual director, Billie Hall, president, and Henri Montgomery, vice
president. They were installed at a meeting held at the Holiday Inn. A membership tea
was recently held with 18 members and one guest present. A progress report was
given on the "Country Craft Festival" to be held Oct. 25 at the new parish hall. Many
handmade items will be available along with bakery goods, plants, Christmas gifts, and
a coffee shop. Tickets are now being sold on a baby quilt, afghan, and an oil painting
by one of the guild members, Marcella Rung. The Guild meets each first Tuesday at 1
p.m. at the Parish Hall.

By Abigail Van Buren

y Kaye Peebles

kir-11

presented "Cooking For
Two."
Maxine Nance was chosen
as the club's nominee for
"Master Farm Homemaker"
and Margaret Taylor as
"Homemaker of the Year."

Tean,

"That's the way
you want
it."

Stay fit with h lends

Mrs. Bessie: Punn
To Be Hostess At
New Concord Meet

•,•irerirci F.1

DEAR DR.- LAME! - I'm a
26-year-old male who behaves
.in being physically fit. I have
a weekly exercise program
that I try to follow effectively My problem is that I start
out great _ and soon become
disinterested. I know being
physically fit has numerous
'benefits but 1 can't seem to
get it together.
As I get 'older I want to
keep my body as fit as possible. I weigh 141 and am 5 feet
II. I notice that when I'm.
exercising my weight begins
,to drop. Could calorie intake
have anything to do with my
weight? My. doctor says my
health is good. Please give me
your opinion.
DEAR READER
Congratulations on staying slin.
and trim. I won't need to
emphasize the. importance of
physical fitness to you. You
are absolutely correet. There
are many benefits in staying
.physically fit.
I'm sending you my new
issue of The Health Letter
number 15-12. Exercise Wise.

It Will include a lot of it'
myths that people have about
,exercise. Otlie,c readers- who
want this issue can send 7ly
cents with ,a Jong. stamp«.
self-addressed enVelope tor'14
Send .your request tn
e•
rare of this newspa
I' I'
Box 1551. liadio City titamii,
New York,NY 10C19.
'Now -about your_
quo with exercising +n,
form of physical act!,. !1
involves calories. Bod. I.
stores are.ttored energ, '
YOU can either Minims!, I....
by not taka.0 or,
ries or by si • • • ,
ties than you Lai+,
wouldn't know wahout
'fling you beforf and ',•
wards what your loss of rapt
weight involves. If it's Ir
fat 'stores, that s all
good
When you re-grown
.
muscles and develop:T.,'
strength you ha';.'
requirements One
quate amount of plot,
does not mean an
amount or the re

Carter PTA Will
Hold Open House

The Carter School Parent- ing compiled tO orovic:e name:
'the
New
Concord Teacher Association will host of Persons who could serve a .
Homemakers Club will meet an open house and orientation speakers, demonstrate crafts:
Wednesday, Oct.8,at 1 p.m. at for parents, teachers, and skills or provide equipment
the home of Mrs. Bessie Dann. children of Grades Three and tools or supplies on a
All members are urged to Four on Tuesday, Oct. 7, at,7 basis. Each one is encourac.
attend this second meeting of p.m. at the school.
to find at least one way t,
the club year, according to the
Room- attendance will be work ith and become :presidtnt, Mrs. Charlie Stub- taken from 6:55 to 7:10 p.m. in the education t,
blefield,
the front entrance hall. Of- spokesman said.
--Mrs.Cortice Cook presented firers jrif- the' -PTA and'-the' -OffiVers-Vrthe-ezrte* PTA.
the major lesson on "The Look Carter ` teachers invite all for 1980-81 are Vicki
p.
of Fall and Winter of 1980" at parents and interested per- sient: Bettye 13.:
the September meeting held at sons to attend to visit the -president;
the home of Mrs. Effie Ed- classrooms.
secretary; Jud-y
wards.
Recently the officers and trbasur.
et .
The minor . lesson on committee chairmen of the
"Preparing Meals For One Or Carter PTA held an organizaTwo" was read by Mrs. tional meeting to plan for the
Rainey, Lovins Who also 1980-81 school year.
directed .the recreation and
Some of the projects for' the
read the thought for the.mon- 1980-81 schoot`year are school
th.
photographS, . a Chritrnas
Mrs. Ed' Davis gave the float, a Santa workshop, field
devotion and also gave the day, proving for safe crossing
landscape notes on "Care of of Poplar Street,. provided for
Geraniums." Reports were instruction of basic first'aid
given by Mrs. Effie Edwards, and emergency proeedures;
secretary-treasurer.
book of school'. activities for
A
The dub will make a variety 1980-81; teacher appreciation
Three-year old Sarah Conklin is all dressed up for the
ofpackages for the patients at week.
MurrawPreschool Corporation's get-acquainted picnic.
Sign up sheets will be
tile Hopkinsville Christmas
available for library and
.party.
,
Officers siid the club general school -work
welcomes all new members volunteers.
A resource book is also be:.
and now mail box membership for those unable to attend
is available. Lessons will be
mailed and any interest perHUMAN BRAIN
son may contact Mrs. Timothy
The human brain is split into
Graves.
two hemispheres. One governs
The Murray Preschool Cor- Sara!"
Mrs. Edwards was assisted
a person's. intellectual and
poration celebrated the start • The preschool usually
by Mrs. Ruby White, visitor,
critical behavior.- The other
of the 1980-81 school-year with organizes a get-together at the
in serving refreshments buffet
handles intuititive and artistic
a picnic in the park for all end of the school year. This
style to the 12 members.
behavior.
students and their families. . year it was decided to hold one
Nearly one hundred people, at the beginning of the year as
parents and children were well. "This way the parents
present.
and children get to know one
another before school begins,"
If
TO PRESEN1 CON(
Some children joined the said Jan Rowlette, who
Mug and Don Holn... c,
relay races directed by Jim directed much of the effort.
Carpenter and Joe Baust, "It takes away some of the
concert on Tuese4,The
Pottertown Alford, treasurer. 'Dorothy
fathers of. children in the pro- strange feeling, and that's im- Homemakers Club will hold Simon directed games with •Maranatha
gram. Others turned the crank portant because we want the its next meeting on Wednes- group singing led by MT. _ Murray, arrovs *rim, ' t for homemade ice cream or child's transition from home day, Oct. 8, at 10 a.m. at the Cooper with M.
open to the public.
Mrs. Short as
played on the 'park's to school to be a safe and Colonial House Smorgasbord. pianist.
'
playground equipment. secure one."
Short,
president,
Louise
Also present were Gussie
Parents • joined in the games Like the preschool program, Urges all members and in- Adams, Lavine Carter, Mary
and visited with one another. the picnic was a cooperative terested persons to attend.
Gertzen, Ruby Kelly, Blanch
Sara Hussung, the preschool affair. The preschool provided
tit
At the September meeting Larson,, Dolly Lorenz, Lois
teacher, was usually found the hotdogs and drinks, and held at the Colonial House, Smith, Mildred Thompson,
surrounded by children, each parents brought salads, side Payte Overcast presented the Ruth Weston, Muria' Wright, •
clamoring, "Watch me, Miss dishes,and desserts.
lesson on "The Look of Fall." • Mary Moore, Shirley Werts,
Lurine Cooper gave the and Leila Erwin.
`
devotion, and Lottie Hurt took
—
'
a survey of waysthe members
VANILLA
had helped to conserve
, Vanilla is the extract of
enertiy.
118 So. I Silt
Reports were given by Reba " fermented and dried pods of
species
of
orchids.
several
Jo Roberts, secretary, and Ina

rid: • re.
.
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Preschool Holds
Picnic At Park

Pottertown Homemakers Club Plans
ednesday Meet At Colonial House

Artcraft
Photography
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Larry Zehr and his son Kasey are waiting their turn in
the father-son relay race.
Photos id Karen Kastniag
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Economy
1{4.iltains Sick
ifteprinted by permission
The Atlanta Crtnsiii(trim')
IS Ahe 19t1. res.ession °vet
rein tenay 'Slater, ('hid t econo
mist ior nig U.S Ihipiit talent
• tioririerce thinks, so She said
tt1
ace
touched bottem i
and the ecorioni\ iS nov
' 1
••
lie. If Chi-. pi 0% es true.
80 •-f.•1-0s,-iion will be the
only i1N
•
est on record
Othe, t7.±J1.9."i'istc.. how
are !Idt s so!,the rec'es
is over
"kat. whethei ovei- \ et -.0- not,
iiicreiising Dumber ot econo•is at least. think the recession is drawing to a close These
are various signs of this new
tirry order s _for durable goods
• ct using mai! sales arc
climbing, unemployment. appar•t'ntiv is declining slightly. more
companies are reporting incre.i- .sed productio!i. and the
aate and housing industries_
seem to be 1ie0 ing majleiatcl\
higher.
E
- ven ii the recession is o
.there's a tremendously impel-i• t fact We must remember
U S.. economy is still in a
cpral)09n,

--4-

toundations P F1111 tr ernhl
,lonsider:
.
Inflatid"ii remains far
ave levels thoiight ,aocentable
a few yeirs age For all of
inflation is predicted to be
13 percent. MOre arid
politicians anctionomists
4iiik1644-40-1-41PS of an.
•
nui.,1 inflation of 8 to 10 percent
hein."aceeptable.'. This means
Iikcbling. of r'ice' about every
7:'vears.
that'acceptable?
' 7-- Interest rates are begin-4-iteg7t4s-e4iiriti
-The prime
of 11 percent
• rate fell te,a
iiurinjthe reces.iion. down from
T
. *Tit-tiro- 19-r7reent.

was only just one point below
the previous record high of 12
percent: and five points above
the previous record lbw of 6 pef-cent. Mortgage rates and other
loan rates are,.over the years,
steadily moving upward. Is this
acceptable?
_
-- One reason the interest
rates are moving up is that the
Federal Reserve Bank apparently is acting to slow the
growth of the money supply in
an effort to slow inflation. Is
this acceptable as the major
. way of fighting inflation?
— Both Republicans and
Democrats are talking now
about the need for a tax cut to
spur the economy. Is this acceptable. even as politics, when
indications are that the recession is ending? Would not a tax
cut add to inflation by forcing
the U.S. federal budget even
-deeper into deficit? Is this acceptable when the primary
cause of inflation is federal
-budget deficits amounting to
hundreds of billions over the
last 15 ytsars?
•
So perhaps we should be
pleased that -tht recession
— isee-firsi to- be easing; but we'd be
foolish to think that our eco• nornic health is improving. It's
not. With the current program,
the .nation is just beginning another upward run in its rollercoaster economy. The downward bust will come soon
enough again. Before the U.S.
economy regains lasting health,
deep economic surgery is needed, The federal budget must be
balanced by spending cuts, not
by higher taxes. The U.S. economy must be retooled to meet
world competition, and the
United States must develop energy self-sufficiency. Until then,
the patient remains sick.
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Looking Rock
ATVAR ANT)
NOBODY AROUNT/ NEU'-)
HAS LIFTU A -FINGER
`( IN MONTHS!!
O'S
t$10t4Si
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C Copley News Service

10 Years Ago
The enrollment at Murray State
University has dropped for the second
straight year, according to figures
released by WiLson Gantt, registrar and
dean of adniission.s. Gantt cited the increased out of state tuition fees as the
apparent reason for the decline.
Deaths reported include Miss Nola
Adams,77, and Earl S. Dennis,65.
Over 200 gift bags filled with holiday
greetings were mailed to Vietnam on
Sept. 30, according to the office of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross. Many organizations and individuals contributed to the
cause.
The National Order of the Arrow,
honor camping fraternity, awarded
vigil honors to Robert Waters, Jr., and
Steve Simmons of Troop 73, and Tim
Fannin and Rodney Lowe of Ship 45, all
Eagle Scouts.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde C. Youngblood
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Oct. II with a reception at
the Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Humphrey Key spoke at the Oct.
1st meeing of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club,

diipo

20 Years Ago

EARTLINEN1b
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: In 1939 my parents
falsified my age..to protect me from the
Nazis. Even though I was- eighteen,

Bible Thought
As it is written, Jacob have I
loved, but Esau have I hated. Romans 9:13.
It God can love the scheming and
'conniving and unlovely Jacob, then
perhaps I can be -assured that God
can love me!
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included or verification. The phone
number will not be published Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever 'pesSible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condenge or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: •
Editor, The Murray I,edger
Times, Box 32, Mueray,Ky. 42071.-

By MICHAEL Pi-1.EL
guards an the gate to show some idenAssociated PressWriter
tification. Ile didn't have any, and he
WASHINLITt'A ! AP! - President
didn't get in. Carter was kept waiting
iliirter lives in one of keterica's great
until someone from the president's ofrfininsions, but even he was humbled
fice came out to vouch foe the artist.
recently by .r) visit to.. are -Shaker
_Heights, , Ohio, taatie 'if forrner AmbAssadcr Milton Wolf.
By George Hacket
'I Wolf, 56, who.senved.as Carter's en;oy to Austria until earlier this year,is
a.Dleveland builder who returned to his
spacious home outside the city to spend
'encire,tinte with hie, fvoily.
I:atter-stoop—I 1,( talk t! more than
150 well-heeled Democratic Party contributors who had joined the W•7.4fs for a
ample, six-course dinner on the
olegaritly tented patio Dutgilie the amUnited States. No endorsement is inLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Mike
bassador 's luxurious home.
volved and no strings are attached -to
Wayne picked up the telephone, dialed
The president, noting that he and his
the way the contribution can be used."
--t-he Vatican in Rome and surprised the
wife Rosalynn had visited the amHe said the decanter, which carries a-priest,
on
the
other
end
of
the
line
by
bassador befori. hoth'at the Shaker
$69.95 price tag, is being advertised in
saying,
"I've
learned
about
your
pro• Heights mansior .!eni at th(er other
Catholic newspapers in such Cities as
blems and want to help."
horn' in Austria.- c.(1!esced that the
Los Angeles, Denver and Phoenix. •
Wayne explained that he'd read
Carters •'have h;••(
secial pro"Naturally, we also will be running the
where the Vatican expected an $18
blem with the Wolfs."• •
ad in the Polish papers in this country."
million operating deficit for 1980 and
"We wanted to ret(mil their hospitaliWayne, who started in the whiskey
said he had a plan for wiping it out.
ty and have them in the White Hourse,''.
business in 1933, said arrangements
"I'll pay $1 million up front and
- -Carter said, i!batsve dtttnli know-if-they.
also have been made to ship the
- another $17 million in royalties for an
were prepa red for roughing it.
decanters to Germany from his headendorsement of my next whiskey
quarters at Bardstown.
decanter
-a
23
karat
gold
likeness
of
Before Carter spoke, Wolf called on a
"They will be offered for sale all over
Pope
John
Paul
II."
number of the dignitaries present to
Europe and the same 410 deal wilLaPPThere was a Irene silence and Wayne,
stand up and accept a -round of aply."
thinking he hadn't been heard clearly,
plause. But when he called the name of
Wayne is predicting his decanter will
repeated the offer.
Rep. Charles Vanik, who has
appeal to collectors — there are about
"We'll get back to you," the priest
represented Ohre's 22nd'.Congressional
500,000 in the United States.
told Wayne. "This is something I can't
District for a quarter century, no one
"You've got to admit the subject matanswer."
ntood up
ter is pretty unique." And, he conTwo months later he received a letter
The ambassador c-Iled again; but
tinued,"the more money we send to the
rejecting the proposal because the
still no sign of the venerable conchurch,the happier I'll be."
church doesn't lend its name to any
gressman.
commercial project.
People in the audience looked
Wayne, who probably has developed
Murray Ledger & Times
curiously aretind for the familiar figure
and distributed more decanters than
I USPS 30&700
who had been-much in evidence earlier
anyone else in the industry, was
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
in the eveniug, but he was nowhere to
Editor
Ft Gene MeCutcheon
stumped,
but
not
for
long.
He
began
The Murray Ledger & Times IS published
be seen. The president began his adtalking with priests and parishoners
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
dress anyway.
Chnstmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivand decided to make a few revisions.
As it turned out, Vanik, who has ening by Murray Newspapers, Inc . 103 N. 4th Si ,
"I found that some people would obMurray, Ky 420/1 Second Class Postage Paid at
dorsed Carter but isn't seeking a 14th
Murray,Ky. 42(171
ject
if
bourbon.were
placed
in
the
statue
term.iri the House, was out in the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
of His Holiness. I had to locate a
carrie•s, 63.00 pet month, payable in advance
driveway chatting with the police and
substitute."
He
discarded
the
idea
of
By ms.I in Calloway County and to Benton, HarSecret Service agents.
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farnungton. Ky ,and
using wine and settled for a nonParis, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn 124 50 per
alcoholic
arnaretto.
"That's
the
Italian
year By mail to other destinations, 639 50 per
Having an appointment with the
year
word
for
almonds,
so
I
still
had
a
tie-in.
president isn't necessarily enough to
„plember of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
The arnaretto, incidentally, goes well
Assoriabon and Southern Newspaper Publishers
get you into the White House.
over
ice
cream
or
cake.".
Association
So artist Peter'Max learned this week
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
Wayne also announced that for every
• • when he arrived to stio7weliBent
-republish local hews originated by The Murray
case sold, he would donafe4io VIVI ar_Ledger &Times as well as all other Al'news.
• Carter a lithograph of the Statue. of
TELEPHONE ROAMERS
chdiocese. —
Liberty which he made for the
Business Office ,
753-1916
"II a dealer in Louisville moves 100
Classified
Advertising
Dew, •
753-1914
C;frelpelttn
case's, we'll send him a check for $1,000
Retail Display) Advertising
763-1919
C01111filt tee.
• • -•
Circulation
753-1916
which
he
can
hand-deliver
to
the
recAs is ro4e practice for all White
News and Sports Dept.
753-1918
•
0
tory. We're going to do this all over the
; Max was asked by the
House visi

Kentucky Closeup

Aid Offered To
The Vatican

they said I was fifteen. This makes me 'Holocaust survivors establish their true
three years younger than I really am
birth dates.
and makes it necessary to work three
Under the new procedures, every efin
order
to
I
want
to
longer
than
years
fort will be made through American
receive Social Security benefits at age
embassies abroad to obtain valid birth
65.
certificates or other Government
I am really 65 now, but my identificarecords for the individuals in question.
tion, based on early falsified papers, If no early evidence of age is available
says that I am 62. A few months ago, a
and the person is a survivor of the
lady at my Social Security office said it
Holocaust, Social Security will accept a
is up to me to prove my real age. I don't
written stptement from the applicant
even know where to begin. H.T.
stating thf circumstances under which
ANSWER: You may begin by going
the age was falsified. This statement
back to your Social Security office and
will be sufficient to establish a date of
passing the following information on to
birth for Social Security purposes.
the
first
time.
the lady you talked with
The Social Security Administration
An official statement was released on
will work with several national Jewish
September 10, 1980, by the Secretary of organizations to make the new proHealth, Education and Welfare cedures widely known and
Patricia Roberts Harris. The following
understood."
is a word for word transcript of that
statement.
"During the 1930's and 1940's, many
individuals living in areas controlled by
the Nazis falsified their ages in order to
avoid persecution or death in concentration camps. after World War II this
fictitious information was often
transferred to official documents, including immigration and naturalization
service records for those emigrating to
the United States.
Udder normal circumstances, these
documents would be used to establish
birth dates for those applying for Social
Security benefits. Clearly, these are not
normal circumstances. Relying on such
false information would be a cruel
disservice to these survivors of the
Holocaust.
I am therefore announcing today that
the Social Security Administration is
revising its procedures in order to help
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Plagued with unionization efforts, Calloway County Garment
Company was taken over by the National Work Clothes Rental
Company in a series of ownership shake-ups. The rental company
got a hefty financial lift-from the Industrial Foundation and Chamber of Commerce funds in the last change. Later in the year the
Murray-Kent Corp. was charged by the National Labor Relations
Board with unfair labor practices on July 29, By December 2,
management signed 'a three-year contract with garment workers.
South Side Murray residents who lived in patent leather shoes,
didn't have too many with what to _do, when seven houses, were
looted of the foot finery within two months. A shiny way to ascertain the ownership of the reflective leather goods would evolve
from an anonymous telephone call inquiring if the owner left their
patent leather shoes at Uncle Jim's. Upon investigation and finding her prized possessions in the shoe rack, the lady of the house
would explain to the caller she had hers, only to finc&a week later
she didn't have them. Chief of Police Brent Manning explained
only patent leather shoes and bags were missing in the thefts and
promised to sniff out the culprit.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry found some promising shoes to fill when
she Was elected president of the Kentucky Women's Clubs at a
meeting held in Lexington April 27.
Common council members of Murray had their hands full with
the task of providing sewer facilities to the expanding district along
Railroad Avenue north of the sewage plant downstream. To correct
the reverse gravity the coun.cil authorized a $300,000 expansion
provided the needed bond issue to support the project gained a
majority. VVhile troubled with growing North Murray sewage
needs, another obstacle relating_to the tranquility of'the city was
the overabundance of stray dogs, prompting councilmen to reconstruct a dog pound at the County Poor Farm, an appropriate location as the residents of the Poor liouse had been treated like dogs
for more than a century.
Total desegregation of all County schools would be effective
in September, 1967, according to plans made in this year of 1966
to close Douglass Elementdry School for good. Thereupon the city
school board launched a drive to dispose of the property and found
a convenient buyer when the Tappan Stove Company agreed to
buy the grounds for 846,000, a rather generous offer.
To Be Continued

Army Specialist Four Jerry W.
Weaver participated with other personnel from the 90th Transportation
Detachment in Operation Flash Back in
Europe. He is now stationed at Mannheim,Germany.
Deaths reported include Mrs. T. McCuiston,68.
Dr. A. H. Titsworth, Dr. Charles
Warner, Jr., Buddy Buckingham, and,
Gene Cohoon are new officers of the Young Men's Business Club of Murray.*
Mr. and Mrs. George Coles of Hazel
Route 3 will observe their 60th wedding
anniversary on Oct. 10. An open house
will be heldOct. 9 at the home sif their
daughter, Mrs. J. E. Nesbitt.
Anne Wrather, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. M.0. Wrather, has been named as
football queen for the homecoming at
Murray High School on Oct. 7 when
Murray plays Bowling Green. Her attendants are Mary Anna Wallace,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A. D. Wallace,
and Linda Marine, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Merritt Marine.
Miss Marilyn Las.siter, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lassiter, and
James Dale Erwin,son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Euel Erwin, were married Sept.
25 at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.

30 Years Ago
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch, Murray, concert violinist and composer,
will present a concert on Oct. 29 at Kimball Hall, Chicago, Ill., and at the
Detroit Art Institute, Detroit, Mich., on
Oct. 31.
The Rev. and Mrs. Robert F. Jarman
will attend the 101st annual International Convention of the Disciples of
Christ at Oklahoma City. Rev. Jarman
is minister of the local First Christian
Church ( Disciples of Christ).
Elected as officers of the Murray
Training School Tri-Hi-Y Club were
Lavenia Jones, Shirley Cross, Kathleen
Hawkins, Hilda Darnell, Bobbie Hutson, Marlene Swarm, Ruth Rowland,
and Delores Heater.
The marriage of Miss Annie Jones
and Vernon Nance took place Sept. 0-at
the North Fork Baptist Church. Mrs. E. C. Parker was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the New Coocord School Parent-Teacher Association.
Jacqueline Sharbrough, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sharbrough, has
enrolled at Northwestern University,
Evanston, Ill. Her major field of study
is journalism.
Potatoes are listed as 10 pounds for 23
cents in the ad for Kroger this week.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 6, the 280th
day of 1980. Thereare 86 days left in the
year.
• a "
•
Today's highlight In history:
On Oct. 6, 1683, America's first Ger.'
man settlers arrived in Philadelphia.
On this date:
In 1470, King Henry VI of England,
was released from the Tower of London.
In 1848,a Mormon Church conferenck
in Salt Lake City abolished polygamy.
In 1927, the talking picture era began
with the opening of "The Jazz Singer,"
starring Al Jolson.
And in 1928, Chiang Kai-shek was
elected president of China.
Five years ago, China established
diplomatic relations with Bangladesh
four years after Bangladesh's war of independence with Pakistan.
One year ago, the Federal Reserve
Board announced a dramatic boost in
the interest rates it charged banks as it
mounted a major anti-inflation plan
that sharply curtailed the use of credit.
Today's birthdays: Former opera
star Maria Jeritza is 83 years oldi
Former Republican National Chair,
woaman Mary Louise Smith is 66.
Thought for today: Facts do not cease'
to exist just because they are ignored —i
Aldous Huxley, English writer (1890
19631.
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Understanding Should
Prevent, Control Disease
Frankfort - Prevention or
control of an outbreak of
disease in wildlife, livestock
or poultry should be more
easily and effectively managed as a result of a Memorandum of Understanding agreed
upon today by Carl Kays,commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, and Dr.
Tom
Maddox, State
Veterinarian, and Dr. Robert
R. Geyer, U.S.D.A. Area
Veterinarian In Charge,
presenting the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Seevice, Veterinary Services.
According to the agreement,
the agencies will work
together to maintain
surveillance for diseases and
parasites which have the
potential to spread among
wildlife, livestock or poultry,
Kays said, and then to effect
quarantine, depopulation,
testing or any other precautionary or control measures
required by state or federal
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There are nearly four
million acres of farmland in
Kentucky that are conventionally tilled in corn, soybeans and tobacco. The majority of these acres have
greater than a 2% slope and
therefore are susceptible to
erosion.
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The poultry and egg outlook
for the rest of the year shows
broiler and egg production
will decrease and turkey production will increase, said
Wilmer Browning, Extension
farm management specialist
in the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Broiler output during the second half of 1980 could be down
as much as four or five percent from last year, Browning
said. Producers reduced their
chick hatch before the hot
summer weather in response
to relatively low prices and
high feed costs duringthe first
six months of this year.
The low broiler production
will not bring large price increases, however. Browning
estimated that prices from October to December will be six
to eight cents per pound
higher than last year.

mmv.

Pictured above is the ASCS County
Committee observing the installation of pipe for the new
terrace system
on Danny Cunningham's farm. ASCS is
providing costshare assistance. Left to right: Danny
Cunningham, Pat
Ross, Jewell McCallon, Clyde Phelps, and
David Riley,
County Executive Director.

Stubblefield Jerseys To
Be Exhibitor At Show
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Egg production during the
rest of the year will decrease
one or two percent from 1979,
Browning said. The number of
layers is down, although the
rate of lay will match that in
1979.
Egg prices, increasing since
July because of lower production and the higher costs of
other protein foods, will continue to rise during the next
few months. Prices ill average
six to eight cents higher than
last year's prices. Browning
said.
Turkey production may be
slightly higher during the rest
of 1980, since output icnreased
during the first half of the year
by 12 percent - the result of
carry-over stocks and increased production.
The increased turkey production will keep prices near
the 1979 levels.
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Pictured above is Danny Cunningham and Steve Alcott,
District Conservationist for the U. S. Soil Conservation
Service installing plastic corrugated pipe with backhoe for
the new terrace system on Cunningham's farm. The Soil
Conservation Service provided the design and layout of
terrace system.

Cunningham's Farm Has
Parallel Terrace Finished
The first phase of the first Service is providing the
parallel
terrace
with technical assistance for
underground outlet system in design and layout of the terCalloway County has been race system and the
completed on Danny Cunn- Agricultural Stabilization and
ingham's farm. The surface Contervation Service ( ASCS
inlets and underground outlet is providing cost-share
tile has been installed. Mr. assistance for Cunningham's
Cunningham plans to com- project.
plete the earth work of the
parallel terraces this fall after
Practices like this have
soybeans
been been installed on various
have
harvested. The new terrace farms in Kentucky for the past
system with underground 2 years. Many farmers like the
outlets is an erosion control new system because they are
measure 6n cropland that able to control erosion, crop
replaces the need for grass every acre except for an inlet
waterways and vegetative "pipe, and use machinery in
barriers.
crossing the terrace channels
The U.S. Soil Conservation and ridges.

Commercialization Of.
Crambe To Be Seminar

Outpost Office

Eastward Spread Of Cattle
Disease Has Vet Worried

Ask About Our
Special Purchase
Discounts

ugh, daughter of
Sharbrough, has
tern University,
jor field of study

In "tobacco fields were
nitrogen car over could be a
potential Ibroblem, the
specialist recommends that
wheat be used as a cover crop.
Wheat should be planted after
the hessian fly period is no
longer a problem. Your county
Extension agent has this infor"In Kentucky we experience mation.
Fescue also is used'in Kenwinter freezing and thawing,
'Richie Herndon may have had a summer of fun helping
and heavy early spring rains tucky as a cover crop.
show Murray State University's registered Jerseys, but he
that remove valuable tdpsoil Farmers who plan to use
also chalked up several acctimplishments for himself.
from farmland," says Bill fescue should be aware of the
Richie is with a Murray, Empire Aeflo, an eight-year-old
Thom, Extension soils October 10 planting date needfavorite of his. This combination received a first place
specialist in the University of ed to provide vegetative cover
trophy in showmanship, and numerous other ribbons,
Kentucky College of for soil this winter.
while competing this summer. Richie, son of Mr. and Mrs
Agriculture.
Legumes such as hairy vetJohnny Herndon, Coldwater, is a sixth grader at North
ch,
are
sometimes
Mentioned
There are three cover crops
Calloway Elementary School. With the help of his family
(two small grains and one as cover crops. However,
and grandparents, Richie plans to show cattle again.
grass crop) that can stop or Thom says they don't
slow down erosion in the state. establish rapidly enough to
provide suitable cover for the
Rye provides the best cover
winter.
of any crop when seeded at 1 to
If farmers are planting or
2 bushels per acre, according
seeding in dry soils, they
to Thom. Rye germinates
should wait for at least one
rapidly and provides the half inch
of rain to insure adeearliest vegetative growth. quate germination.
Stubblefield Jerseys of MurHowever, farmers should be
If the dry weather across ray, will be an exhibitor at the year will include: 5 major
aware that rye produces large the state continues
until Oc- 1980 North American Interna- Dairy shows; 3 National Beef
amounts of green material in tober 10, Thom says
that plan- tional Livestock Exposition, shows and open shows for 11
the spring that could hamper ting wheat and rye
is your best according to Harold other Beef breeds; 4 National
plowing.
Sheep shows and open shows
bet.
Workman, Manager of thetx- for 7
other Sheep breeds;
po. Workman said that Stub- AQHA,
NCHA and NRHA apblefield has entered four head proved
Quarter Horse events
of Jersey. for competition at,, and Open
Quarter Horse
the North American. Interna- Show; a
Purebred Swine show
tional, an event which will and Market
Hog show; Junior
take place during Nov. 8-22 in Steer show;
Feeder Calf Show
Louisville, The NAILE will be and Sale;
Junior Market
The commercialization of of crambe supplying
the need held at the Kentucky Fair and Lamb
show; and 25 major
crambe, an oil-producing seed appear attractive.
Exposition Center.
sales for all species.
grain, will be the focus of a
In a study funded by the
The North American InterIn addition to the extensive
two day symposium to be held
Governor's Council on national Livestock Exposition
number of livestock which will
at Murray State University
Agriculture and in a is entering its seventh con- be at
the NAILE, Manager
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 6
cooperative seed increase pro- secutive year this season, and
Workman has confirmed that
and 7.
ject with the U.S. Department those who compete will vie for the
Great Lakes Circuit Finals
Labeled a "crambe strategy
of Agriculture, Murray State more than $250,000 in total
Rodeo, school tours, a
development symposium,"
scientists have been premiums and awards. Beef
horseshoe pitching tournathe event is being sponsored
evaluating crambe production cattle, dairy cattle, swine,
ment,children's barnyard and
by the university, the Univerin west Kentucky since 1978.
Quarter Horses and sheep will an extensive variety of
sity of Missouri and Soil and
other
Ideally, according to Dr. be shown during the two-week
events will be featured. The
Land Use Technology, Inc.
Durwood Beatty, a professor Exposition, and Manager
large agri-products exhibit
A small working group of
of agriculture at the universi- Workman said entries this
section will include western
researchers, government and
ty and who has done con- year promise to break the
wear,: jewelry, livestock
industry representatives and
siderable research work with show record at 12,000 or more.
grooming supplies and much
experienced crambe growers
crambe, it should be planted
Livestock activities this more.
have been invited to parin March in a drained area.
ticipate in the discussions as
"The crop matures in -late
the most efficient method for
June, in time for a double crop
processing of the seed is
of soybeans," he said. "The
sought,
.
combination makes an attracA member of the mustard
tive cropping combination in
family, crambe can be used
place of the traditional wheatfor the oil contained in its
soybean double crop pracseed. The oil has excellent
tice."
lubricating properties and can.
Although there . is no
be used in many industrial apestablished
market. for
plications.
crambe seed at the present
Presently, this type of lubritime, Beatty said the grain
cant is obtained from imwould be grown under conported rapeseed, but the
tract with a processor once it
uncertainty of supply and oil
At The
has been commercialized.
quality of the rapeseed, plus a
Processing costs also are
growing concern rfter increasnot known at this time, he
ed costs, make the possibility
pointed out, adding that when
4 a complete pricing structure
is
formulated, crambe
hopefully should offer a more
Hours:
attractive financial return
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
than has been realized from
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us!
wheat in recent years.
Kentucky occur every year
v„sc
about this time and that so far
the disease has failed to gain a
hold on central Kentucky cattle.
Kadel said he did not "want
to cry wolf so early on" about
the disease, but he said that
the situation does concern
him.
Kadel said the spread of the
disease may be attributed to
farmers outside of extreme
western Kentucky not having
seen anaplasmosis before and
not vaccinating cattle against
the disease.
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laws.
Individual
funding
agreements will be reached
for each project, Kays said,
but most usually federal reimbursement to the state agency
will be available. Today's
agreement does not constitute
a financial obligation on the
part of either agency but
rather defines in general
terms the basis on which the
parties will cooperate in dealing with a national disease
emergency.
No serious outbreak of
disease in wildlife has occurred in Kentucky in recent
years, Kays added, except for
occasional epidemics of rabies
among foxes and skunks. In
both cases, the state fish and
wildlife department has worked closely with the State
Bureau for Health Services,
the State Animal Diagnostic
Laboratory
and
the
Southeastern Cooperative
Wildlife Disease Study group
at the University of Georgia in
Athens.

Four Million Acres In
Corn, Soybeans, Tobacco

By CHERYL TRUMAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)The eastward spread of a cattle disease normally confined
to extreme west Kentucky has
a veterinarian at Murray
State University worried.
Dr. Wade Kadel, director of
Murray's
Veterinary
Diagnostic Lab, said that
anaplasmosis - a blood
disease affecting cattle - has
been detected in Warren,
Grayson, Muhlenberg and
Hardin counties in the centralwestern part of the state.
Kadel, reached
by
telephone, said the disease is
spreading to areas in Kentucky where it has never been
a problem.
The disease is caused by
blood-sucking insects such as
mosquitoes and horseflies and
by the use of unsanitary instruments, according to Dr.
Tom Maddox,state director of
livestock
sanitation
in
Frankfort.
In a telephone interview,
Maddox said the insects bite
most often during the summer, and the organism that
causes anaplasmosis then incubates inside the cow.
Maddox said the disease
destroys a cow's red blood
cells.
Kadel estimated
that
anaplasmosis has killed 50
cattle, this week • in on area
stretching-from Warren County north into Grayson County.
He. said the outbreak was

most severe in Warren County. where several farmers lost
8 to 10 cows in the last several
days.
Daviess County extension
agent Tom Curtsinger said
that four cows in Muhlenberg
County have died of
anaplasmosis in the same
period.
Symptoms of the disease include rapid, shallow
breathing, weakness and what
Dr. Kadel called belligerence,
"meaning an ordinarily docile
cow might rush you."
If these symptoms are noticed, he said,farmers should not
try to exercise their cattle,
because the resulting strain
could kill them.
The disease is often treated
with tetracycline, Kadel said.
Maddox said he had been informed of only one case of
anaplasmosis outside of extreme west Kentucky,that occurring in Todd County.
Dr. D.E. LaBore, an extension veterinarian with the
University of Kentucky
Veterinary Diagnostic Clinic
In Lexington, said that no
cases of the disease were
reported to the clinic before
September. In September, he
added, the clinic has received
six blood samples indicating
anaplasmosis - one from
Mercer. County, one from
Nelson County and four from
Grayson Oritufty-.
However, LaBore said that
rumors of the spread of
anaplasmosis Into central
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Murray
PCA Office Building

SAVINGS ARE ON
THE WAYAND WE'RE
GETTING READY!
Dozens of sale priced tires and home and auto items will be waiting
for you when we open the doors to our huge Semi-Annual Inyerrtory
Clearance Sale.. Wednesday, October 8th.

,This sale is so big, we're closing our doors the day before, just to
get ready.
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PUTTING THE MURRAY STATE OFFENSE INTO AN EXTRA GEAR - Tailback Lindsey Hudspeth (22) and quarterback Gino Gibbs(4) led the Racers to a 30-6 win at Morehead State Saturday. Hudspeth, returning to the offense

Murray Ledger & Times

for the first timethis year, had 203 yards in total offense, including two pass receptions for touchdowns, while Gibbs passed for 130 yards, his highest total of the season,including two touchdown passes. Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

MSU Offense Erupts For 30-6 Win
Hudspeth, Gibbs Pace Racers To 325 Total Yards, Highest Point Totai Of Season
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
MOREHEAD - If Murray
State's Lindsey Hudspeth had
been counting the days before
his return to his old tailback
position where he could be,.
even more effective than he
was while taking over at a cornerback spot during the first
four games, it was never so
clearcut until this past Saturday.
Seizing the opportunity to
replace the injured Nick
Nance, Hudspeth uncorked
the blessings of his innate
talent with 203 total yards
from scrimmage to lead the
Racers to their highest total of
the season,325 yards, and a 306 win over Morehead State.
Hudspeth, the cornerback,
had been Able to use that
natural ability to help hold the
defensive ranks steady until
safety Terry Love made his
return. But, oh, how soon it is
almost forgetten just what an
athlete can do when he is back
where he belongs.
caught two
Hudspeth
touchdown passes, for 41 and
10 yards,from Gino Gibbs and
Mike Borowiak, respectively,
as the MSU offense erupted at
last from the shadows of its incomparable defense.
At first, I was a little nervous," Hudspeth said about
his absence from offense,"but
I had a good feel for the position. I guess it is just natural
ability. It had not really been
that long.
''The offensive line did a

ing for the touchdown that
great job blocking 'today. It
pushed the lead to 24-0.
was the best job I have seen in
"The biggest difference
a while. Coach ( Tommie) LigLindsey made was in adding
gins had worked with me real
some,extra power to the ofhard all week.
fense," Gibbs said. "With he
As much as Hudspeth did in
and Nance in there, we are goreplacing the hard-nosed
ing to be reel tough.
Nance in running for 98 yards
"We have a more explosive
in 18 carries, he did even more
offense now. Our passing
in splitting the Morehead
game was based on putting
defense with five pass recepeverybody into a pattern.
tions for 105 yards, with his
"I was taking the reads and
longest going for 41 yards and
going to the backs right in the
a touchdown. .
flats," Gibbs said his increasThat 41-yarder was a sheer
ed accuracy. "It was better
work of art as Hudspeth
than trying to throw the deep
waited in the backfield when
ball.
Gibbs dropped back, took the
"This way, lean just dump
pass on the right side, cut back
toward the middle and was it off eight-to-19 yards instead
of trying to.be greedy. It sure
barely touched the rest of the
is slot easier."
way.
As much as Hudspeth and
"We were getting big holes
Gibbs combined to give the ofup the middle," Hudspeth
said. "Their defense was pin- fense its most explosive look
of the season, it was another
ching down."
defensive gem that set the
Whereas Hudspeth carried
the torch Saturday, his leader- stage fOr the offense to get
ship allowed the rest of the of- completely untracked.
After Gibbs and Hudspeth
fense, especially Gibbs, to
took the Racers down the field
shine as it had not all season.
As the offense opened up to the Morehead 18-yard line
on the first drive of the gate,
behind Hudspeth, Gibbs threw
for 130 yards on six comple- the two teams stayed even'until part of the celebrated MSU
tions in 10 passing attempts.
The balance of Gibbs' effec- specialty teams struck again.
the
gleamed
On a fourth down at its own
tiveness
brightest as he ran the ball for 44, Morehead punter John
10 yards two straight times on Christopher never had time to
MSU's opening first quarter dodge the oncoming Ken
drive, resulting in a 35-yard Gowdy, who streaked through
field goal by David Tuck, and a gap in the offensive line and
then came back in the third cleanly blocked the punt,
quarter to fire back-to-back scooped the ball up after one
bounce and coasted into the
strikes to Anthony Robbins for
29 and 19 yards, the second go- end zone by himself for a 10-0

MSU lead.
"Their outside guy was taking our defensive end,"
Gowdy said. "I lined up head
on with him and took the inside. Nobody picked me up.
"I was wide open for the
block. It was zy chance to
score. It was thFfirst time for
me this year even though I had
a partial one last year.
"We needed that to put a
spark into the offense.
"Since I have been a part of
the special teams, my confidence has been coming
back."
Gowdy's well-timed defensive play was typical of how
the day went on both sides as
Morehead rolled up the most
yardage on Murray State in
five games this year, turning
scattered big plays into a total
of 309 yards.
But it was a controversial
pass interference call against
Murray's Greg Evans that put
Morehead in position at the 4yard line to go in for the score
two plays later.
The defense, led by
linebackers Donald White (15
tackles, eight unassisted, four
for losses of 19 yards) and
Tony Boone (10 tackles, seven
solo,two for losses of 10 yards,
including a fumble) and cornerback Ronald Hopkins
(eight tackles, five solo and
one pass interception) had
been making enough big plays
to keep the Eagles out of the
end zone until the protested
call.
But as MSU linebacker Tony

"We have been doing .Division I-AA team defense,
Boone said, it was not the
"We were a little disptouchdown (coming after over pointed when they scored. We -- whatever is necessary to moving to second a 170.0 yards
win," Gottfried said. "We felt allowed a game, but took over
283 minutes of keeping the op- take a lot of pride in our goal
we needed to open up the of- the top position in fewest
ponents out of the end zone) line defense.
fense against them after wat- points allowed,6.0 a game.
that bothered the team - it
"They did have too many
ching the films this week.
The Racers are third nawas how Morehead scored it.
big plays. Those are the kind
"They threw a lot of dif7.---that can beat you, but we did
"That guy (Hudspeth) is a tionally. against the rush at
ferent formations at us," comeback," great athlete. He really rises 71.4 yards a game and sixth
Boone said about MoteheAd's
to the occasion. I have great against the pass at 98.6 yards.,
his
off
from
cooled
Having
ability to move the ball. "We
confidence in him.
Hudspeth was named the
tried to stop the run, but ( Dor- disappointment with the manner in which Morehead scored
'ill will be a nice situation team's offensive player of the
ron ) Hunter is a really good
the first touchdown on his for us when Nick gets back. game while White was mimed
runner.
"The other team's person- defense all season, Murray Both he and Lindsey will be the top defensive player.
nel never really , bothers us. State coach Mike Gottfried splitting time for us back Hudspeth and White were also
nominated for this week's
We had a few breakdowns, but talked about how his team had there (at tailback)."
Ohio Valley Conference
found yet another way to win a
everybody settled down when
Murray State slipped a little honors.
game.
they had to,

1
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Murray State Sports At A Glance
Women's Tennis Team Wins Two Of Three Matches, Now 9-1
The Murray State women's
tennis won -two of three matches during the past weekend
to raise their fall record to 9-1.
MSU defeated Memphis
State and Mississippi State by
scores of 7-2 and 8-1,
respecitively, before losing to
a tough Kentucky team,6-3.
Murray State 7, Memphis
State 2
Singles Results - Fran
Spencer (MU) d. Renee
Wickum 6-3, 6-1; April Horning (Mu) d. Wendy Sturm 6-3,
7-6; Jorunn Eid (Mu ) d. Robyn

Wood 6-3, 7-5,; Carla Ambrico (Mu) d. Debbie Dotson 7-5, 6Mu) d. Jennifer Jones 6-2, 6- ck 6-4, 6-2; Michelle Tavick
2; Cherry] Rouse ( Mu) d. (Miss)d. Eid 7-6,6-2; Ambrico
Patie Rowland 7-6, 6-0; Lisa (Mu) d. Jean Gurney 6-0, 4-6,
Faguin ( Me) d. Mary 6-4; Rouse(Mu)d. Liz Boykin
6-1, 6-1; McNicholas (Mu), d.
McNicholas 6-3, 6-3.
Doubles Results - Sturm- Beth Wilmott 6-1,6-4.
Wood ( Me ) d. SpencerDoubles Results- SpencerHorning 6-4, 6-4; Ambrico-Eid
Horning (Mu) d. Dotson( Mu) d. Wickham-Faguin 6-7, Ranck 6-4, 6-1; Eid-Ambrico
6-3, 6-2; Rouse-McNicholas (Mu) d. Tavick-Gurney 6-7, 6(Mu) d. Rowland-Jones 6-4, 3- 2, 6-2; Rouse-McNicholas
6,6-4.
(Mu)d. Boykin-Wilrnott 6-3,6Murray State 8, Mississippi 0.
Kentucky 6, Murray State 3
State 1
Singles Results - Spencer
Singles Results - Spencer

3; Horning (Mu) d. Kita Ran(Mu)d. Kiki Goodrich 6-4, 4-6,
6-4; Lynn Shores (K) d. Horning 6-1, 6-2; Eid (Mu) d. Patsy Lukas 7-5, 4-6, 6-2; Debbie
Grimes(K) d. Ambrico 6-0, 61; Kathy Gill )K)t Rouse 6-2,
6-3; Kim Manning (K) d.
McNicholas 1-6, 6-2,6-3.
Doubles Results - Spencer.
Horning, (Mu) d. GoodrichGrimes 6-3, 6-2; Lukas-Shores
(K) d. Arnbrico-Eid 6-1, 6-0;
Manning-Elaine Phillips (K
d. Rouse-McNicholas 6-3, 5-7,
6-1.

U.

Golf Team Finishes 12th in Eastern Kentucky invitational
RICHMOND - The Murray
The Racers will play in the
State golf team finished 12th in Nashboro Village Interan 18-team field this weekend collegiate tournament at the
in the Eastern Kentucky In- Nashboro Village Golf Course
vitational at the Arlington in Nashville nxt week.
Golf Course
Ohio State edged Kentucky
Team Results -- Ohio State
by three shots to win the team 866, Kentucky 869, EaStern
event while the Buckeyes' Kentucky (Maroon), 879,
Sindelar defeated UK's Western V.rifocky 884,IEKU
Jim Volpenheim in a playoff (White) 887, Indiana State 887,
On the first hole to win the in- Eastern Mictigan 891, Bowldividual title after they had ing Green 895, Louisville 896,
finished in a tie at 213 after Middle .. Tennessee 897,
Morehead State 897, Murray
three rounds.

State 902, Vanderbilt 906, UTChattanooga 908, Tennessee
915, Malone 929, Tennessee
Tech 938, Oakland 991.
Murray State Results - Jon

s2Q°

Stanley (7th overall) 74-72-71
-217), Chris Edholm (69-76-78
-223), Ronnie Overton (75-7580- 230), John Hicks (77-78-79
- 234), Lynn Sullivan 182-79-78
- 2391.

Or $1.00 OFF
the next
smaller size.
Homemade taste ...
it's baked into every
Pizza Hut: pizza:: right
here int your own home
town. Aaahh.

Bunyan Breaks Course Record
In a five-mile cross country
meet' at Southern.. IllinoisCarbondale, Murray State
was defeated by SIU by 15
points, 23 to 38.
MSU's Chris Bunyan was

the top individual finisher,
breaking the old course record
by 32 seconds, in a time of
25:10. Jerry Odlin was fourth
overall at 2i. 42 and Eddie
Wedderburn w .1 th at 26:23.
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Astros Lose Three
Cushion In Three
Losses At L.A.

Times

World Of Fun And Games Shifts During Weekend
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LaCorte in the eighth inning, game which the Dodgers won
By JACK STE VENSON
Cey slammed the ball over the on Ferguson's 10th-inning
AP Sports Writer
homer.
LOS ANGELES(AP) — The left field fence.
Actually, he had started his
Manny Moth, the pinch hitHouston Astros came to Los
Angeles leading the National time at bat trying to bunt with ting star turned coach and
League West by three games Steve Garvey at first base, back to pinch hitter, also was
and promptly lost that cushion nobody out and the the Astros among the stars. The 42-yearold ageless wonder singled in
by dropping three games to leading 3-2.
the Dodgers.
Asked if he thought LaCorte a run in the seventh to narrow
So, after each played 162 might throw an offspeed pitch, Houston's lead at the time to 3games, the Astros and the Cey said: "No, his fastball is 2.
Pitcher Don Sutton, the
Dodgers had to play one more his main pitch and I didn't
today for the title. Both finish- think with a 3-2 count he would starter in Friday's game,took
Moth's place in the first base
ed the regular season with 92- throw something else."
coaching box temporarily
70 records.
Cey had fouled a ball off his Sutton's activities weren't
Three times home runs have
foot on the seventh pitch to over because with two out in
made the Dodgers winners —
him in the showdown. He hob- the ninth and Astros at first
first by Joe Ferguson last Fribled and then decided to con- and third, he came on for his
night,
then
by
Steve
day
play (right) to give Murray State a 24-0 lead in the third quarter on the
FINDING THE CREASES IN THE DEFENSE — Murray State wide receiver
tinue.
first relief pitching effort of
Garvey Saturday and finally
Anthony Robbins catches back-to-back passes for 29 and 19 yards from
way to a 30-6 at Morehead State Saturday.
He already had unwrapped the year.
by a crippled Ron Cey on Sunquarterback Gino Gibbs, culminating in a touchdown on the second
Staff Photos By David Hilibitts
the bandage from his injured
Facing pinch hitter Denny
day.
The scores have been 3-2, 2-1 the right leg (hamstring( and Walling, the 35-year-old Sutton
and 4-3„ respectively, with the discarded it so he'd have more threw a strike and then got the
motion at the plate.
batter on a grounder to second
homers deciding each game.
Heroes in the third game of
The next two pitches were base.
The pitching starters for toBy WILL GREMSLEY
magical kind of charisma and simple wooden stool and look- bonanzas for the fat cat pro- Jessie Owens, tennis its Bill the series and last of the fouled off and then he hits 390• Tilden and Bjorn Borg, the regular season were many. foot drive over the fence, put- day's I p.m. PDT nationally
AP Special Correspondent
flair for theatries that sets ed out through puffed eyes at moters.
televised ( ABC) start are Joe
The world of fun and games, him apart even from the nor- the dazed, disillusioned
It was All who struck box- women their Babe Didrick.son, Cey, who ignored a bruised ting,the Dodgers into their 4-3
in an abnormal reverse gear, mal run of sports superstars.
crowd, he could have nurtured ing's mother lode. There can all with a particular extra foot suffered when hit by his, lead. Cey was also the man Niekro (19-12) for. the Astros
shifted smoothly aver the
It was predictable, then, as one bit of satisfation, some never be another like him. dimension. Achievement isn't own foul, was No.l. On the lOtlf who knocked in the ninth- and Dave Goltz (7-10) far the
Dodgers.
weekend from "Mr. the Yankees moved toward consolation if no comfort.
Now heavyweight boxing,can the barometer. The recprd- pitch to him from Frank inning tying run in the opening
books aren't the crowning
December"to' Mr. October." the wire in the close American million live gate, the biggest
revert to its former Mundane
glory.
The refrain went on. The League divisional race, that it ever; no .cable TV stretching
_normality. Holmes is the best
It's an intangfble. It's ability
tune was the same, only the would be Jackson who struck to the farthest reaches of the
of the current lot, but by his
lyrics were different.
the climactic blow — a three- globe, even into the Soviet own admission, no glamour coated with a flair for the
The cries of "Ali! Ali! Ali!" run shot into the upper deck Union and Mainland China; no
• dramatic and electricallychamp.
charged charisma.
faded into the distance — re- that put the Yankees a couple
.
If he had not been there,
Golf has had its Arnold
Ali had it. Reggie still carquium for a vanishing of steps from another world
there
would
have
its
been
no
$6
and
field
Palmer, track
ries the Raffle.
heavyweight — only to be championship.
replaced by a chorus rising
The drama occurred less
By The Associated Press
Byron Braggs said of Bryant.
from Yankee Stadium: "Reg- than 48 hours after the
after the Seminoles upset No.
"That guy's a phenom just
"I wasn't even sure we were 3 Nebraska 18-14.
gie! Reggie! Reggie!"
phenomenal Ali, who had
to be able to survive this going to win the game," said
It is fitting. These are two whipped himself and his ring
"We played a very good
long," said Coach Fran Curci Bryant. "All I've heard all football team ... maybe the
men cut of the same bolt of fateful into a frothy state of
Leonard Williams. Middle den failed on a 55-yard boot . after
The Associated Press
By
his Kentucky Wildcats week has been 300, 300, 300. I best team we will play all
cloth. They Share no par- superconfidence, found
late in thefourth quarter.
Top ranked Murray State Tennessee never led.
became Bear Bryant's 300th want to make it plain and year," said Coach Tom
ticular resemblences in looks himself instead .sitting
Youngstown mounted the
Despite a 141-yard rushing
set a school record for convictim, 45-0.
clear that from now on I'm not Osborne of Nebraska.
and lifestyles, very little in de- morosely in his corner.
secutive regular-season con- performance -by senior' only serious scoring threat
"He's the greatest coach in going to talk about numbers."
meanor, but they are brothers
Beaten and battered over 10
"The offense ran the ball
early
in
the
fourth
Robson,
Robbie
tailback
quarter,
victories
with
ference football
America, and I don't know
"People got to believe in us
"
. rounds by a younger, stronger
under the skin — Muhammad
its 30-6 walloping of cross- defenses prevailed as driving to the Akron 13. But, how anyone could doubt that," now," said quarterback Rick like they can run it," Said
Ali, once "The Greatest," and Larry Holmes, he was unable
state rival Morehead State in Youngstown State and Akron on a fourthand-one play, Rob- Alabama defensive tackle Stockstill of Florida State Coach Doug Barfield after
Reggie Jackson, the pulsator to answer the bell for the 11th
Auburn crushed Richmond 55weekend Ohio Valley Con- fought to a 0-0 tie Saturday son was stacked up for no
of the proud New York Yankee — the first knockout ever on
16. "Our defense acted like a
gain.
night.
ference action.
baseball team.
his 20-year record.
defense today. Everybody in
Wayne Anderson kicked a
Akron kicker Andy Graham
Western Kentucky was idle.
Both have electric qualities.
"Mr. December" — the end
the secondary rose to the occaElsewhere in the OVC, missed on field goal attempts 45-yard field goal with two
They make things happen. of the line. No hours, no days,
sion."
Eastern Kentucky grapped its :of 48 and 44 yards and seconds left to give Tennessee
They excite and captivate no months left,finis.
"I figured they'd (coaches(
first conference game of the Youngstown's Paul McFad- Tech its win over UT-Martin.
crowds. Each possesses a
Yet, as he sat there on that seaSon in a 23-10 victory over
realize I hadn't had the ball. I
knew if I did ( get it) I- could
Austin Peay and Western
make something happen,"
Carolina defeated Middle Tensaid Auburn tailback James
nessee State 24-10. Also,
Bryant revealed on his SunBrooks, who rushed for 204
By ED SHEARER
Youngstown State and Akron
day television show that the
yards.
AP Sports Writer
battled to a 0-0 tie while TenBIRMINGHAM, Ala. ( AP) president called "to connessee Tech defeated Univer"I thought to myself, 'Oh.
sity of Tennessee-Martin 30- — For a guy who's getting gratulate our players and our
God, not again" said Coach
tired of numbers, Bear Bryant assistant coaches and
28.
Jerry Stovall of Louisiana
Field goals, including two of top-ranked Alabama keeps everybody who had won all
State after a series of early
those games;
47-yarders, by senior David finding more.
Jumbles that were overcome
The former Arkansas farmFlores enabled Eastern Ken"He invited me to the White
in a 24-7 victory over Florida.
tucky to beat Austin-Peay boy claimed his 300th career House. I was highly flattered
• Coach Emory Bellard of
third
triumph
—
only
the
Saturday night.
Mississippi State praised
that President Carter called.
The Colonels scored first coach in college history to It is something that everyone
freshman 'quarterback John
with, 12:21 into the game, and achieve that mark — when his who has anything to do with
Bond for engineering a 28-21
Austin Peay, now 1-3 overall top-ranked Alabama Crimson Alabama football can be provictory over Illinois. -When
and 0-2 in conference play, Tide buried Kentucky 45-0 ud of."
you're a freshman it takes
never caught up. Eastern Ken- Saturday in a Southeastern
time and you have to make adThen, he added, the one he
tucky, the defending I-AA Conference game.
justments, but he's starting to
was worried about was No. 5.
It was a milestone achievechampion, is now 3-1 and 1-1 in
get his mechanics down pat."
That, of course, will be the
ment that brought a telephone
the OVC.
"We felt we had something
next victory in the current
Quarterback
David call of congratulations from season. He had said
to prove," said Reggie Collier,
Saturday
Mashburn passed for 261 President Carter and praise he was
the quarterback who steered
worried about No. 78.
yards and one touchdown from the opposing coach,Fran That would
Southern Mississippi to a 28-22
be 'the next defeat
Saturday to lead Western Curci of Kentucky.
victory over Mississippi.
on his ledger, a 36-season
"The guy is a phenom just to
Carolina over Middle Ten"When our offense needed to
chart that now reads 300-77-16.
ALABAMA-BIRMINGHAM
BASKETBALL
GENE
BAR.
nessee in a non-conference be able to survive this long,"
score, they did," said Coach
TOW
spoke
about
'Drills and Philosophy' and the
Curci said. "The other
football game.
He called the 1980 Tide,
FORCING A FUMBLE — Murray Slate linebacker Ton)
Bobby Collins of Southern.
'University of Alabama at Birmingham Offense' at
Western Carolina scored in- topranked teams seem to be seeking an unprecedented
"When our defense needed to
Boone crashes through the line to reach Morehead State
the Nike-Racer Basketball Clinic held at Murray
itially with 9:22 remaining in fading out. Nobody seems to third straight national title,
make the big play,they did."
quarterback Don Reeves. Boone has two tackles for a
the ..first quarter when be able to stay with "an unusual bunch of young
State this past Saturday. Bartow was one of four
Coach Steve Sloan of Ole
total of 10 yards in losses.
Mashburn passed 15 yards to Alabama."
people, real special people.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts
coaches, including Bob Weltlich of Mississippi and
Miss said the Rebels are
Ron Greene and Charlie Haak of Murray State, to
"about to run out of friends.
It's most important that we
speak at the clinic, which ran from 8 a.m. to 5:30
try and stay together. We're
just going to have to keep
Staff Photo By mart sanders
regrouping."

Curci Says Bryant Is A
°Phenom To Have Lasted

Racers Set Record For Wins

Bryant Finds More

How do others
save on taxes?
Your CPA knows.

TIME OUT ON THE SIDELINES — Gino Gibbs (4) gets instructions from Murray State coach Mike Gottfried (left
photo) as assistants Tommie Liggins (left) and Reggie
Pope listen while MSU safety Terry Love(13)confers with
cornerback Ken Gowdy (20) after Gowdy blrxi...4.4 punt
and returned it 4.4 yards for the Race.,Ilirst touchdown
and a 10-0 lead.
Slat( Phdtos By David Hibbitts
OM 11111

COPY AVAILABLE

The best known and respected service of
o CPA is that of tax advisor. Due to his
knowledge of complex tax provisions
susceptible to constant change. your CPA is
the best and most reliable source for help in
satisfying tax obligations at the least
possible cost. A Certified Public Accountant •
(CPA) is qualified to provide overall tax
planning for the individual partnership, corporation or estate. The CPA is a
professional trained to provide answers to
the many tax problems you encounter.
Certified Public Accounts ore professionals
authorized by law to perform the full range
of accounting services. For tax advisory service consult your Yellow Pages under "Accounts - Certified Public."
Mere Mee•HIM, We.profession

- MichaeiO. Koller
201 S 6th Street

Certifi•d Pviolk Accemoitsid

753-8918
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

• Major Leagues
At A Glance
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Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 6, Montreal 4. 11 innings
Llama° 6, Pittstugh 0
New York 5. 511 miss 2
Cliseuxia 3. Atlanta ?
Sae Frame., 1. San Diego 2
"Lie Angeles 2. Houston 1
Suiday's Games
Pittsbtrgh 1. Quaid,0
*Lou 3, New York
llnannatta, Atlanta 0
Montreal 11. Ptuladeletua 7 10 innings
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San Diego 7.'San Eranusor3
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Sports In Brief
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By The Associated Press
GOLF
AP - Mike
COLUNIBUS. G a
7egistered Ms first tour tnionph. finishing with a 69 and an 11-under
par 269 'dal in the 8200.000 Southern
Open
Sullivan (unshed five shotstn front of
Johnny Miller and Dave Etchelberger.
ANTWERP. Belgian 1API - Curtis
Strange won a 830.000 golf tournament
by shooting a 4-under-par 68 for a 268
total, 20-under-par
Bob Clampett fired a 4underpar 66 to
- erebsecond place with a TIO
PINEHURST. N C API -The United
States, with Carol Semple and Judi
Simpson Inkster shooting sub-par final
. rounds, won the Women's World
. Amateur Golf Team Championship by
seven stroked over Australia
Semple shot a 3-under par 71. while Inkster shot a' 1-under-par 73 Patti Rizzo
closed with a 76 and was the low scorer
in the tournament
PORTI.AND, Ore i AP - Kathy
Whitworth and Donna Cavite Young
won the 8115,000 I.VGA Team Championship for the second time in three years
Whitworth and Young finished at 24under-par 195 for 54 holes.
Janet Alex and Judy Clark shot a 70.
under-par 63 and finished at 20-underpa, 199
TENNIS
Third-seeded Jose
MADRID AP'

NFL Standings
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Kansas City
Natisaii adenine..
Ewa
MD 117 71
4 1 0 .8110 142 54
410 127 106
2 3 0
1 4 0 .35Th 145
N Y Giants
MO 61 101
I 4 0
Washington
Central
84
6415.
4 1 0
Dstroit
5111 71 If
2 2 0
ampa13:;y
T.nvoi.
(
400 61
2 3 0
400 89 1,0)
2 3 0
Mudesea
1 3 0 .250 45 87
Ching°
West
3 2 0 .64 100 110
Atlanta
3 2 0 .64 151 IC
I. Angel.
CO 110 Lb
San Erancisua 3 2 0
000 75 144
0 5 0
New Orkwes
)laiday's Games
Baltenore 30, Mauna 17
Greasy Bay 14(Lemma 9
Delver 19, Cleveland hi
Atlanta 43, Debut 26
sritocr:otTs:
New England 21, New You Jets 11
us. Ryan. Houston. 200; Soto, ibionnatt
Pasbargh 23, Minnesota 17
PittBlylevest
176.
Atlanta.
181. P
S. Lours V, Neys Orleans 7
sburgh, I%
Seattle 26, Houston 7
Philadelphia A. Washington 14
Buffalo Xy, SI111 Ikea. 24
Kansas C* 31, lkildand 17
Dill. 24, New York Giants 3
lus Angeles 48, San Francese 16
Moo:Ian's Game
Tampa Bay at Oleo., In,
Cent. Michigan 14, Toledo 10
Ninday. OeL 12
Florida St. 18, Nebraska 14
Banal are at Buffalo
Indiana 31, Duke 21
Cineumati at Pittsburgh
Iowa* 69, Colorado St.0
Green Bay at 'Fan pa Hay
Kent St 15, Ohio U. 14
Ptuladelplua it New Vark Giants
Michigan 38. California 13
Mianu A Neu Fogland
21
Northwestern
49,
Minnesota
,
San Francon, at Dallas
Mississippi St. 28, Blinoisll
Owego at Minneeta
N. Illino Li 20,S. Illinois 17
Ire Angeles at St.I otas
Notre Dane 26, Michigan St 21
Clevelard at Seattle
Penn St. 29, Missouri 21
City
Houstou at
Purdue 28, Miami, Ohio 3
New Orleans at Detroit
Tulsa 3, Kansas St.0
AUanta
at
Neu N'ork Jets
1.1(1..A 17, OlooSt.0
San Diego at Oakland
Wichita St 46. Indiana St. 20
Monday. Oel, 13
Wisconsin 35. San Diego St. 12
WaShangtmi ot !Sliver, n I
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 44, Texas Christian
Baylor 21, Houston 12
Drake 30, Texas-Arlington 20
Lamar 45,Stephen F.Austin 21
11. The Associated Press
N Texas St 22,SW Louisiana 20
BASEBALL
Texas 41, Rice 28
•
American League
Texas A 8cM 11, Texas Tech 21
Fired Pat Cor.
Washington 21, Oklahonia St. 18
TEXAS RANGERS
W. Texas St. 17. New Mexico St.15
. rules, manager Named Eddie Robinson
FAR WEST
executive vice president
. Natiand league
Fresno St. 31. Cal Poly-SW 25
Nev.-Las Vegas 36, Fullerton St. 17
SAN DIEGO PADRES - Fired Jeans
New Mexico 24, Wyoming 21
Gateman, niarager, and named Non
Oklahoma 82, Colorado 42
director of broadcasting.
•
BASKETBALL
Pacific U 24, Washington St n
Southern Cal 23, Arizona Si. 21
National Basketball Association
Stanford 35,San Jose St. 21
MILWAUKEE BUCKS - Waived
Utah 23, Utah St, 19'
Lloyd Walton, guard

NC TRINAL LIAtalk.
HALTING .445 at bats. Buckner.
thane°. 524 K Ileniardea. St us.. 521
Tenageton. Si lungs, 319 Ceilent I
3111. Main.. Philadelphia. kb
RUNS K Bermudez. St laws. III.
Sehriadt, Phladelphia, 104, Murphy, Atkin
Ia. 49. Dawson. Montreal. 66. Rose
Philadelphia.%
14141 Schmidt, Philadelphia. 121. Hey
dent, 52 Issas, Re, Gainey, Los Angeles,
lit, tarter, Montreal, 101. Eliernandet, It
lobe,*
IiITS Garvey, lus Angeles, 20
Hachards. San Diego. MS: K Hernandez,
alewe 191, Balmer. Choc°. IF, Rue.
Ptaladelpba, lab
DOUBLES Rose. Philadelphia. 42.
Dawson %MAIO. U. Builuer. clseago.
Si, K.Hertimickc 75 longs, lb. Ki14.11t,
merit 30.
TRIPLES: R.Scott. Montreal. 13.
0 Munnu. Pittsburgh. 13. le41.61'. Mu"Mal, II, Herndon. 7k1111 15-autose. II,
Meanie, PlOwleipts. 10, Gilley, 1.111111i51ta. 10.
HOME RUNS Schmidt Philadelphia, 48.
Horner, Atlanta. 35. 51urPhY, Atlanta. M.
Carter. Montreal, 10. Baker,1.Angeles 20
SINJLEN BASES tense, Montreal, 97.
Often-n", I Ntehumh, 96; 41-41oe. (Incur
mot 79. 11 Non, Montreal, 63, Belau.,
Saul Diego 01.
fITIjUNG ilk l)mbos. Riley, Pitt
9InT191 19,6, 700.3.B. Reda\ lass Angeles
184. 750, 251, Ruhle, Houston, 134, 750,
239, Carlton PtuLatielzasa, 249, 721, 2,34
SLUM LOS'Writs, 13-5. 722, 2.23; Pastore,
Qnonnati, 117. .650. 3_27. Hoban I.
Angeles, 148, 636, 3.66, Ituthven.
Philadelphia, 17-10, .483,3,115

rt"

College Football Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Brown*. Princeton II
I -onnecticiat 24. Colgate 21
Harvard 15. Army 10
.Holy Cross 17. Dartmouth 6
Kansas 23. Syracuse 8
Navy 21. Boston College°
Penn 24. Columbia 13
Pittsburgh 38. Maryland 9
Rutgers 44, Cornell 3
Temple 53. Boston U.6
SOUTH
• W. Virginia 45, Virginia 21
Yale 17, Air Force 16
Alabama 45, Kentucky 0
Appalachian Si 23. Marshall 6
Auburn 55, Richmond 16
• Citadel 28, VMIO
Clemson 13, Virginia Tech 10
Furman 42, Tn.-Chattanooga 28
lanusiana St. 24, Florida 7 •
Louisiana Tech.7. E. Tennessee St 3
McN eese St 24. Ball St. 7
Memphis St. 21. Arkansas St. 3
N. Carolina 33, Georgia Tech 0
NE Louisiana 38, NW Louisiana 11
S Carolina 36-N. Carolina St III
Southern Meth. 31, Tulane 21
S M issisb poi 28,.Mississippi 22
Tennessee St 35. Long Beach Si. 18.
Wake Forest 27. Willa.;& Mary 7
W Carolina 24. Middle Tenn. 10
MIDWEST
Arizona 5. Iowa 3
Bowling Green 17. W Michigan 14

Luis Clem of Argentina, won the 1125.000
Madrid Tennis Tournament, defeating
top-seeded countryman Guillermo Vilas
3-6, 6-I, 6-1, 4-6, 6.2 in a four-hour match
ARNHEM. Netherlands AP -- Gene
Mayer won the 9150.000 RIMY International tennis tournament, defeating the
Nastase of Romania,6-2.6-2.
API • BLOOMINGTON. Minn.
Tracy Austin defeated Australian
Dianne Fromholtz,6.1, 2-94.6-2. to win the
8100.000 U5 Women's Indoor Tennis
championship
BASEBALL
SAN FRANCISCO AP - Jerry Coleman was fired as manager of the San
Diego Padres and will become the club's
(bisector .4 broadcastang. Assistant
General Manager Jack McKeon announced following the Padres' final
game
ARIJNGTON. Texas (AP - Texas
Rangers Manager Pal Corrales was
fired and will be offered another position
within the organization, board chairman
Eddie Chiles said in a news conference
held inelie presshox immethately follow.
ino Texas' season-ending 3-2 win over
Seattle -

Bills Stand Alone As
Only Undefeated Team
After Five NFL Weeks
By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
Presenting, all alone atop
the National Football League
standings, unbeaten after five
and
ladles
weeks,
gentlemen...the Buffalo Bills!
Yes, the same Buffalo Bills
who were league patsies not so
long ago are the only unbeaten
team left in the NFL after
rallying for two touchdowns in
the final period to edge the
previously undefeated San
Diego Chargers 2648 Sunday.
"I'm surprised we are 5-0,"
admitted Bills quarterback
Joe Ferguson. "We didn't do
well in the preseason and we
only won seven games last
year. The season we went to
the playoffs with O.J. Simpson
(1974, when Buffalo was 9-5)
was exciting, but being 5-0 is
the highlight of my career."
The Detroit Lions, the only
other club to win its first four
outings, tumbled from the
unbeaten ranks by committing a series of turnovers that
helped the Atlanta Falcans to
a 43-28 victory.

Transactions

At the other end of the stanremain
'
dings, two .clubswinless — the New York Jets
and New Orleans Saints. The
Jets were beaten by the New
England Patriots 21-11 while
the Saints got clobbered by the
St. Louis Cardinals 40-7. The
Kansas City Chiefs, meanwhile; posted their first victory of the season, beating the
Oakland Raiders 31-17.
Elsewhere, the Denver
the
Broncos trimmed
Cleveland Browns 19-16, the
Seattle Seahawks upset the
Houston Oilers 26-7, the Pittsburgh Steelers beat the Minnesota Vikings 23-17, the
Baltimore Orioles defeated
the Miami Dolphins 30-17, the
Green Bay Packers edged the

Cincinnati Bengals 14-9, the
Los Angeles Rams outscored
the San Francisco 49ers 48-26,
the Philadelphia Eagles downed the Washington Redskins
24-14 and the Dallas Cowboys
trounced the New York Giants
24-3.
Tampa Bay is at Chicago
tonight.
Buffalo's renaissance dates
back to Jan. 11, 1978, when
Chuck Knox left the Los
Angeles Rams to become head
coach of the Bills, who had
won just five games the
previous two seasons. Knox,
who compiled a 54-15-1 record
and won five division titles in
five seasons with the Rams,
led Buffalo to a 5-11 record in
1978 and a 7-9 mark last year
before hitting paydirt this fall.
Both of Buffalo's fourthquarter touchdowns, which
wiped out a 24-12 deficit, were
the result of San Diego
mistakes.
Falcons 43,Lions 28
Atlanta's defense accounted
for 23 points — a 16-yard
blocked punt return by Frank
Reed, a 30-yard fumble return
by Buddy Curry, a 42-yard
fumble return by Joel
Williams and a safety when
Williams nailed Detroit
quarterback Gary Danielson
in the end zone.
Detroit Coach Monte Clark
agreed. -They kicked our
rears and handed them to us
on a platter," he said after
watching the Falcons race to a
34-6 halftime lead with their
highest scoring half ever.
Chiefs 31, Raiders 17
.Kansas City intercepted five
passes, recovered three
and
Oakland fumbles
registered six quarterback
sacks en route to its first victory.
Linebackers Gary Spain and
Whitney Paul scored the first

touchdowns of the their
careers on fumble returns as
the Chiefs sprinted to a 3140
lead.
Raiders quarterback Dan
Pastorini suffered a broken
right leg during the first half
and will probably miss the
rest of the season. Reserve
Jim Plunkett, playing catchup, completed 20 of 52
passes for 238 yards but threw
five interceptions.
Patriots 21, Jets 11
Cornerback Mike Haynes,
who ended his contract
dispute with New England just
11,2 weeks ago, made his first
start of the season a
memorable one by running
back a blocked field goal 65
yards for a touchdown. That
run, which set a club record,
gave the Pats a 14-6 lead and
the winless Jets never
recovered.
Cardinals 40, Saints 7
Ottis Anderson carried 22
times for 126 yards and Wayne
Morris rushed for three
touchdowns for St. Louis,
which has won its last two
games. Veteran quarterback
Jim Hart says he knows why.
"Broncos 19, Browns 16
Fred Steinfort kicked four
field goals for Denver while
Randy Gradishar got the
Broncos' only TD when he raced 93 yards with an interception tipped to him by fellow
linebacker Tom Jackson.
Seahawks 28, Oilers 7
Jim Zorn hooked up with
Sam McCullum for touchdown
passes of 22 and 24 yards as
Seattle upset Houston.
Stealers 23, Vikings 17
Terry Bradshaw passed for
one touchdown and ran for
another as Pittsburgh built a
23-3 lead, then had to hold off a
Minnesota rally.
"What should have been a
romp turned into a close

game," said Bradshaw, who
completed 16 of 28 passes for
236 yards, the 12th time in his
career he has surpassed the
200 mark.
Pittsburgh's Franco Harris
carried 22 times for 102 yards,
his 36th game over the 100 barrier.
Colts 30, Dolphins 17
Bert Jones completed 18 of
26 passes for 282 yards and
three touchdowns and ran for
another score as Baltimore
beat Miami despite a 272-yard,
two-touchdown passing effort
by the Dolphins' Bob Griese.
Packers 14, Bengais 9
Lynn Dickey completed 18
of 26 passes for 203 yards and
two touchdowns and James
Lofton made eight receptions
for 114 yards as the Packers
won shortly after Coach Bart
Starr received a unanimous
vote of support from the club's
Board of Directors.
Rams 48, 49ers 26
Vince Ferragamo passed
for 304 yards and four
touchdowns as the Rams rolled over the Giants. Los
Angeles has scored 127 points
in winning its last three games
after starting the season with
two losses.
Eagles 24, Redskins 14
Ron Jaworski threw two
touchdown passes for the
Eagles, Wilbert Montgomery
ran for one score and Harold
Carmichael caught four
passes, extending his NFL
record to 117 consecutive
games with at least one reception.
Cowboys 24, Giants 3
New York's Alvin Garrett
fumbled the opening kickoff to
start the Giants on their way
to their 12th straight loss to
Dallas. Cowboys quarterback
Danny White threw two scoring passes.

Ogilvie Goes Out With Bang To Share Title With Jackson
The triple was a drive to left
off Detroit's Dan Schatzeder
on which left fielder Steve
Kemp missed a diving attempt.
Jackson hit 41 homers with
111 RBI along with his .300
average factually .2996, but
rounded out to .300 in the
record books.)
"
In other AL games, Kansas
City blanked Minnesota 4-0:
Baltimore stopped Cleveland
7-1; Texas edged Seattle 3-2;
Toronto defeated Boston 4-1
and Chicago beat California 53.
Oglivie's homer was a
dramatic one, a solo shot in
Oglivie's blast tied Jackson the ninth that pulled the.
for the league lead and came Brewers into a 4-4 tie. Then
while the New York Yankee they won it in the 15th on Vic
slugger was in the clubhouse, Harris's RBI single.
having departed early from
Oglivie's co-home run title
the regular season-ending 2-1 was one of two hitting chamvictory over the Detroit pionships won by Brewer
Tigers.
players. Cecil Cooper wound
up as the Al.'s unofficial RBI
Yankee Manager Dick
leader with 122 after lashing a
Howser lifted Jackson after
runscoring single Sunday.
his right fielder tripled in the
Yankees 2, Tigers 1
second inning, pulling his batRookie Tim Lollar, making
ting average up to .300 for the
his first major league start,
first time in his 15-year profesallowed two hits in six innings
fact,
in
Howser,
career.
sional
and Eric Soderholm slammed
phoned the pressbox from the
a two-run homer, as the Al.
dugout to make certain the hit
East champion Yankees beat
_pAit Jackson's average at .300.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Ben Ogilvie went out with a
bang — Reggie Jackson just
went out. The result was a tie
for this season's American
League home run title.
"I don't want to try to hit
one out every time, but I did
try for it today," Oglivie admitted Sunday after his 41st
homer helped the Milwaukee
Brewers win a 5-4, 15-inning
game against Oakland.

AL Roundup

and Hal McRae hit a three-run
the Tigers.
The Yankees, who start the homer to help West-winning
AL playoffs in Kansas City on Kansas City close out its
Wednesday, finished with a regular season with a shutout
103-59 record by winning 17 of of Minnesota.
Kansas City's George Brett
their last 24 games.
did not play, leaving his
Royals 4, Twins 0
Paul Splittorff and Rich average at .390, highest in the
Gale combined on a one-hitter major leagues since Ted

Williams hit .406 in 1941.
- Willie Wilson, who on SatUrday night became the second
switch-hitter in major-league
history to get 100 hits
righthanded and 100 lefthanded, singled in the fifth inning for his 230th hit.

McGregor, who has lost
Orioles 7, Indians 1
Scott McGregor gained his eight, was backed by an 11-hit
20th victory, the 22nd attack that included Dan
Baltimore pitcher to reach Graham's 15th home run and a
that plateau in'13 years, as he two-run double by Al Bumbry.
It was the 100th victory for
hurled the Orioles over
Cleveland with lateinning the defending AL champions,
relief help from Dennis Mar- who finished three games
behind the Yankees.
tinez.

Astros Must Put Past Behind In NL Playoff
baseman Joe Mogan said.
By JOHN NELSON
"We just have to go out and
AP Sports Writer
Houston and Los Angeles kick ourselves."
Ron Cey, who drove in the
meet today in the . first
regularseason playoff game in tying run to send the first
the National League since game of the three-game set in1962, and the Astros know, to a to extra innings, was the hero
man, they must put the past again Sunday. Cey slugged a
two-run homer in the eighth
behind them.
inning off reliever Frank
LaCorte to give Los Angeles a
4-3 victory.
The Dodgers were involved
in the last NI. regular-season
playoff, a three-game series
Facing elimination for three against the San Francisco
straight -days, the Dodgers Giants in ,1962 before the
swept Houston at Los Angeles league had split into divisions
to force a sudden-death game and instituted a playoff for the
. in Dodger Stadium. The teams pennant. They lost that set 2-1.
wound up the regular season
The winner of today's game
with 92-70 records.
will begin the NL champion"The last three games are in ship series Tuesday in
the past," Astros second Philadelphia.
•

NL Roundup

Los Angeles entered the home another run in the foureighth inning trailing 3-2. th.
Dave Lopes drove in one Los
Steve Garvey, leading off, hit
di bouncing grounder to Astros Angeles run in the fifth with a
Third baseman Enos Cabell. single, and the Dodgers got
Cabell got caught between within one in the seventh on an
hops, and booted the ball for RBI pinch single by 42-yearan error, allowing Garvey to old Manny Moth.
Elsewhere in the league,
reaeh first.
Cey, who had taken the tape Montreal edged Philadelphia
off his sore right leg earlier in 8-7 in 10 innings, Pittsburgh
the game, worked the count to blanked the Chicago Cubs 1-0,
3-2, once fouling a ball off his Cincinnati shut out Atlanta 1left foot before he hit a 0, San Diego whipped San
LaCorte fastball deep into the Francisco 7-3 and St. Louis
edged the New York Mets 3-2.
stands in left-center field.
Expos 8, Phillies 7
Houston led 3-0 at one point.
Jerry White hit a three-run
The Astros scored twice in the
second off Dodgers starter homer in the bottom of the
Burt Hooton on run-scoring 10th to lift the Expos over the
singles by Alan Ashby and Phillies, who had clinched the
Craig Reynolds. Puhl doubled NI. East title the day before

with a 6-4, 11-inning victory in
Montreal.
Philadelphia had erased a 55 tie in the top of the 10th on an
error by shortstop Jerry
Manuel and John Vukovich's
RBI single.
Phillies third baseman Mike
Schmidt wound up the season
as the NI. home run (48) and
RBI (121 )leader.
Pirates 1, Cubs 0
Don Robinson tossed a
fourhit shutout, and Bill
Robinson drove in Oittsburgh's only run. Robinson,
the pitcher, walked one and
struck out seven, and he got
all the support he needed in
the fourth inning. Vance Law
tripled and rode Bill Robinson's single home.

t.

Career Of Spectacular Bid Ends
At Belmont Befote Jockey Club
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) — The
brilliant career of Spectacular
Etid has come to an end, but
not without the usual controversy which has surrounded the 4-year-old colt.
-.The official word from
trainer Bud Delp, who has had
a ongoing feud with Belmont
Park officials, was that Spectacular Bid wasn't completely
fit to run in Saturday's
$500,000-added Jockey Club
Gold Cup. Delp's statement
tilat the colt had been scratch*Land retired from racing
came less than two hours
before the race after a day of
intrigue involving Delp and
the track veterinarian, Dr.

there was soreness in the
colt's left front ankle. He said,
"We wanted to win this race
badly, but we're not going to
jeopardize the horse to do it.
He has been syndicated for $22
million, and he cannot
enhance his value by winning
the Gold Cup."
Gilman had tried three
times during the day to examine Spectacular Bid but
The gray colt, owned by the
wasn't allowed by Delp to
Hawksworth Farm of Harry
completely check the colt. .
Meyerhoff, had won all nine
-He (Gilman) had comstarts .this year and set four
pleted only a portion of the extrack records.
amination," said Gerald
There had been rumors that Burke, a steward for the New
Bid wsuld tre::icralgheff trorn
York Racing "Association.
the r)PL:e on Friday, but the "Spectacular Bid would not
Maryland -based
Delp have been allowed to race unvehemently denied tbsm.
til the entire examination had
On Saturday, Delp indicated
been made. When I went to the
-11

Manuel Gilman, abut the
mandatory pre-race examination.
The Gold Cup was supposed
to be the next-to-last race for
the world's top'thoroughbred
money-winner in history and
he was made the early line 110 choice over seven rivals to
push his earnings past the $3million mark.

barn, Delp said he was
already scratched, so there
was no decision to make."
"It's an ankle problem,
nothing new," said Delp, who
would not elaborate. After
viewing X-rays, Gilman said
he believed there was a chip in
the ankle.
Spectacular .Bid lost two
races at Belmont Park in 1979,
the Belmont Stakes, which
cost him the Triple Crown,
and the Gold Cup, when Affirmed beat him. Delp stirred
a controversy by claiming the
colt stepped on a safety pin in
his bar9 the morning of the
Belmoht, causiiig a hoof infection,
Last month Delp blasted
Belmont racing secretary
Lenny Hale for assigning Bid

136 pounds for the Marlboro
Cup Handicap at Belmont,
then didn't enter the colt, taking much of the luster from
the race.
Bid finished with 26 victories, two seconds and a third
in 30 career starts and a
bankroll of $2,781,607. His last
start was a walkover — the
first in the United States in 31
years - when he drew no
rivals for the • Woodward
Stakes at Belmont Sept. 20.
Meanwhile, Temperence
Hill boosted his chances for 3year-old honors by romping to
514-length victory over John
$549,000
HeriFy in tne
Gold Cop, the richest
throughbred race ever in this
country. He paid $6.80 and
earned $329,400.

,thadeteak 99g
Served with Country Gravy Baked Potato or Fries and Stockade Toast
This Special Lunch Offer good Monday — Saturday
from 11 am to 2 pm at participating Sirloin Stockades

STOCKADE:
'SIRLOIN
Bel Air Shopping Center
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Your Individual
Horoscope

KNIT SWEEP SALE
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,

radshaw, who
28 passes for
Ztli time in his
surpassed the

OCTOBER 7, 1980
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Franco Harris
;for 102 yards,
ter the 100 bar-

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
An early start brings job
success. Don't procrastinate.
Capitalize on opportunity. The
p.m. accents close ties. Be
affectionate.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Luck in love may give you
much to be happy about.
Contemplation helps you
decide about a relationship.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
An opportunity may arise in
real estate or domestic
affairs. Home improvement
projects favored. Romance
has a serious dimension now.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Capitalize on creativity.
within you. Accept invitations.
Short visits bring satisfaction.
Partnership responsibilities
dominate the p.m.
LECIT
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Keep your eyes open for
financial opportunity. Buy
new furnishings for the home.
Don't take yourself so
seriously.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Optimism combines with
initiative to bring you success.
and
You're
articulate
convincing, but inclined to
worry about money now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Work from behind-thescenes for success. Visit a
shut-in. A domestic problem
has you concerned, but you're
able to handle it.
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REPEAT OF A SELL-OUT SPECIAL

QUILT BATTING
98

EVERY SUMMER KNIT LEFT ON BOLT
OR REMNANTS—GABARDINE INCLUDED
•Qiana Knits
•Boucle Knits
•Terry Knits
• Velour Knits

• Giant 90"x108" Size
• Reg. '9.98 EACH!!

• Sharkskin Knits
• Chenille Knits
• Cotton Knits
• Knit Prints

• Thick, Quality One
Piece Construction
(Limit 2 Per Customer)

AND MANY MANY MORE!!!

$ 100
ALL

Each

2 Yds. For

BURLINGTON CORDUROY
•Pin Wale and Mid-Wale
•Perm-Press
• Reg. '4.98 Yard

While Supply Lasts!
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SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) iltleV
Welcome the chance to
make new friends. An
important person benefits you
financially. The p.m. blues
will lighten if shared with a
confidante.
SAGITTARIUS
_ Acat
#
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) x.
A perfect day for promoting
career interests. Do the
necessary research to further
your case. A staid party may
lead to important contacts.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Social life is active. Luck in
legal, travel, educational
matters. Evening may bring
career responsibilities.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll
gain
financial
backing
for
important
projects. All you have to do is
try! In-laws and educational
concerns require attention.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Happiness through close
ties. The p.m. favors
bookkeeping and putting your
accounts in order.
YOU
BORN
TODAY
combine an interest in beauty
with
a
discriminating
intellect. You would make fine
critic or educator. Writing,
poetry and theater are your
natural milieu. You have the
ability to commercialize your
artistic gifts and should aim
for the top. With sufficient
ambition, you'll overcome a
lethargic tendency. Law,
music, banking and research
may also appeal to you. Your
love of nature qualifies you to
be a florist or landscape
architect. Birthdate of: James
Whitcomb Riley, poet; Andy
Devine, actor; .and June
Allyson, actress.
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COMET
A typical comet has a central core of icy material.
•I‘

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murat Ledger 8 Times by
530 p.m. Monday-friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 7531916 between 530 pm
lied 6 p.m., Howley Amok friday. Of
3:30 p.m. and 49... Satmlays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m weekdays or.
4 p.m. Saturdays la guarantee
delivery. _
The regular business office
hours of The Norm 1.49.; A Tam,
are I a.m lo 5 p.m, Monday
Through Friday and 1 a.m to loos
Saturdays.

COPY AVAILABLE

.•

• Reg. 58.98 Yard
• Thick, Rich Fall Colors

is

Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
Cardinal Point Shopping Center

$2

98
Yard

OUR WOOL IS NO BULL

POLYESTER
VELOUR

nr)

$1

--.

HANCOCK
QUALITY WOOLENS •• •

Yard
98

Paducah, Ky.

Repeat of a Sellout! 2,000 MORE YARDS! MORE COLORS!

BLAZER VELVETEEN

$

• Thick Soft Cotton Blends
• Reg. $11.98 Yard
• Ideal For Blazers, Skirts, Coats,
Crafts & Home Decorating.

98
Yard

ATTENTION QUILTERS & CRAFTERS
HANCOCK'S IS QUILTING HEADQUARTERS
• Muslins •Batting
•Patterns •Needles

•Threads
•Stuffing

•Thimbles
• Frames

America's Largest Selection
Of Quality Woolens and Wool
Blends. .. Many Are
Machine Washable.
REMEMBER: ANYONE CAN MAKE A SKIRT
TRY McCalls 1234
McCalls

PATTERNS

PLUS

•Monk's Cloth
• Aida Cloth
•Cross Stitch Supplies
•Fabric Cut-Outs
•Christmas Trimmings

• Hardanger Cloth
• Embroidery Thread
• Crochet Hooks
• Christmas Cut-Outs
• Christmas Fabrics

Vogue

ENTIRE STOCK

Simplicity

2OFF

Butterick

(With '20.00 Fabric Receipt As Coupon)

HURRY! THESE ARE GOING UP NEXT MONTH!

QUILTING FRAME WITH STAND
•Reg. 97.89 Each
• 18x27 Hoop Area31" Tall
•Ideal For Lap Working
... Watching TV
•Portable For Traveling
... Handwork
Limit OneOne Per Custe.mer

98

Limit 2 Patterns Per Customer

20,000 YARDS!!!

RIBBONS... RIBBONS
AND MORE RIBBONS
Largest Selection Of Ribbons And Ribbon Belting In America
•Striped Grosgrain Ribbons • Solid Grosgrain Ribbons • Neck Tie Ribbons
• Hair Ribbons
• Tartan Plaid Ribbons
• Christmas Ribbons
• DecoratMg Ribbons

AND MANY,- MANY MORE!

--t

I' AGE 10

THE MURRAY,Ky., LEDOER & TIMES,Monday,October 6, 1980

2.Notice
...arnaa,r radroora

.441L
6.
2-.Totice

2. Notice
•-•••••••••••.•..

Happy 1st
Year Together
Ronna & Kerry

keep your boat safe and
clean this winter Economical dry dock
storage.

ITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping
sgswaiwity at.

Starks
Hardware

Bible facts Free Store for the
needy 759 4600
Listed here is a ready reference
met wifl quickly help you locate
the classification you are look,ng
"for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
1). Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
14. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
74. Miscellaneous
-"" 25. Business Services
76.-TV-Radio
"
27. Mobile Home Sales
26. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31 Want To Rent
32. Opts For Rent
33. Rooms tor Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies.

Eagle's Nest
Marina

/53 1227

Paris landing,
Tennessee

Reduce safe and fast with
GoBese tablets and E-VaP
-water pills- Holland Drug
The Puryear Laundramat will
be open daily. except Sunday.
7 AM til 8 PM Under new
ownership. No change
available bring your own
quarters and dimes.
What we do best is care.
Needline. 753-6333
You will like our
large selection of
quality frames.

CARTER
STUDIO
Main 753-8298

304

(901)642-6192

3. Card o

Church custodian needed Apply by sending application to
P 0 Box 32 T
Help wanted. Lynn Grove Cafe
43,54171
Would like for someone to mow
2 yards Call 753-6876
Woman to stay with elderly
lady, each week from 9 AM on
Saturday until 8 AM on Mon
day Call 753-3161 or 753
3171
CLERK
TYPIST III

an s

A •ocarwy crisis in the
C•Ilerr•y County Health
I•r
D•partni•nt
Classification Clerk Typist
IN
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
Graduation hoot high
school iINIuding or supplemented by • cows* in
typing •rwl In.. livers .4
porienr• I. clerical work
which hes been in tho perfornsanc• of nsodoretely difficult clerical and typing
duties, or an equi•alent
releled
cenibination
of
training and ireporiencw
Starting salary is $7 09 per
hour
P•rsons in eeeeefed in
taking this •zernination
way obtain further details
and application blanks Irons
the Calloway Counti Nealth
Dep•rtritrint. 701 Olin•
Street Murray
Applications must be
returned to the (allow•y
County Health Department
aific• In, or before October
16, 1910,

The family of Carlos Milton
Ferguson wishes to express our
deepest appreciation for ...She
many acts of kindness shown
us during the illness and death
of our loved one.
For the prayers. food, flowers,
and cards we are especially
grateful
A special thanks to the
Blalock - Coleman Funeral
Home, the Pallbearers, pianist
and - singer and especially
Brother lames Garland.
The Ferguson Family

6. Help Wanted

WV MM VW Wid VW WV MM

3

39. Poultry-Supplies
40 Peoduce
41. Public Sale
42: Home Loans "
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
•5.2. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered .
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Fee Column
57. Wanted

Craftsman saber saw, Sears 8track tape player, pair of
Jensen speakers, Super
Snooper fuzz buster. 753-8351
Hides and furs Custom made
belts, moccasins, billfolds,
purses, chaps, gun cases,
clothing 753-9736
New men's genuine cowhide
'eater coat Size 52 Call 7538809
Set of snap-on tools, 3 drawer
chest and cabinet. Will take
best offer. Call 753-7228.

16. Home Furnishings
Bassett dining table with 6
high back chairs, Bassett
queen size bed; wicker furniture: charcoal grill; many
more items. 753-0119 after 5
pm.
Like new 17 cubic foot upright
freezer. $225. Phone 753-5865
days, 753-5108 after 530.
Wood antique, regular size bed.
good curtain rods. Call 7535395 after 4 pm.
Whirlpool washer, 6 months
old, 4 cylce, 2-speed. white.
Best offer. Call 753-0450 extension 285, nights 759-4467.

Two bedroom duplex, private
drive, large yard, for 2 adults,
would consider one small
child, no pets. References required. $140 per month. Water
furnished. Call 489-2595.
Two bedroom townhouse apartment. Carpet, central heat and
air, range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposer, washer28. Mob. Home Rents dryer hookup. Call 753-7559 or
for rent 2 bedroom trailer. 753-7550.
near Murray No pets. 489Two bedroom, central vacuum,
2611.
Two bedroom trailers, com- all appliances, washer and
pletely furnished, good condi- dryer hookup, central heat and
tion, from $145. Call 753- air. Call 753-2437 or 7538146.
8964.
Trailer for rent. 12'x58', 2 Two bedroom duplex with
bedroom, 2 miles north of family room and fireplace. Cen
Hazel on 641. Air-conditioned, tral air and heat. Appliances
washer and dryer, partially fur- furnished with washer-dryer
nished on 2 acre lot. Couples hookup. No pets or children.
preferred. $165 per month. Lease and deposit required.
159-4509.
Call 753-2859.

32. Apts. FOf Rent

38. Pets-SOpplies

Furnished one bedroom apart- ARC registered Cocker Spaniel
ment, Zimmerman Apartments, puppies. Buff and white. Call
753-9459 after 5 pm.
South 16f11 Street 753-6609
ARC Minature Dachshund pup34. Houses For Rent pies. Champion bloodlines. $60
Fain or five bedroom furnished and $15 each. Call 527-9700
house for four or five college after 1 prn.
girls or boys. Also small fur- Basic and Advanced dog obenished apartment for 1 or 2 dience classes. Breed handling,
college girls. Call 753-5865 tracking, and protection. All
days, 753-5108 after 5:30 pm. breeds and ages Professional
For rent: House for middle aged instructor. 436-2858.
couple, under 50 do not apply 42. Home Loans
Call 753-2987.
BUSINESS LOANS $5,000 and
For rent HOlise for middle aged up; leasing $10,000 and up
couple, under 50 do not apply, Call Chuck at 436-2955.
Call 753-2987.
43-.11-61-1.state
For rent: Cabin for rent. Pine
One of the neatest in
Bluff Shores. $100 per month.
(allegro! Co. is
this
Call 753-5791.
two/three bedroom brick on
two lots. A kitchen that is
For rent: Small furnished house
every Comm.', dream! A
near college campus. Call 753workshop to thrill the heart of
4645 after 3 pm.
any
monf
Reduced to
Two bedrom all electric home
946,000.00. Coll Anna to
near University. $175 per monmake your appointment. Office 753•1651 or home 753th, $100 deposit. Call 1532471.
9829 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom furnished house,
near University. Call 753-1451.

ANNOUNCING

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN

TAPPAN SERVICE CENTER

McGERALDINE
CLARD is now
working at REFLECTION STYLING on
Tuesdays, Thursdays
& Fridays.
753-6435

ANOTHER GOLF
TOURNAMENT?

HEATING AND COOLING
PLANT OPERATOR

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN

Make Money By Saving!

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

/UJHAT
KIND OF A
TOURNAMENT ARE
YOU PLAYIN6 IN?

THIS MUST BE THE
LAST ONE OF
THE YEAR, HUI-1 7

1 57
00

Rfd
AUNT FRiTZI
WHAT S FOR
DINNER 2
"

I WANT
MORE
COURSES

STEW

4

Phone 753-3914

THE 6ROCERS
TOURNAMENT!

24. Miscellaneous

A•ro

,ya•

,
0

0

g

GOOD
IDEA

HERE'S THE
FIRST
ONE

Ben Franklin wood burning
-stove with screen. Call 7534740
Firewood for sale. Call 4374731
Firewood 23'' seasoned hard
wood. $35 a rick delivered.
435-4494
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
or 24''. Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327.
Wood for sale. Call 436-2758

25. Business Services

)0(

C

HEY, BEETLE!
IS THIS ALL THE
DEEPER YOU DUG,
WAY Pox1-10LE2

I FIGURED AS OUR
LEADER, YOU So-40ULD
SIT HIGHER AND BE
AN INSPI RATiON

SIR

a4
/.
......,--Iff3
q
...4.2m' _.
in
1
.ligssim
oAM,
okt'''''s/
1 HEARD YOU'VE BEEN
NOMINATED AS EXECUTIVE
OF THE YEAR,
MR. DITHERS

...al ,batan. S,..erne Ina

Tr-IAT MAKES
SENSE

Art,

C31°'
orAt "418116
"'
"41
,gm
THAT'S QuiTE
AN HONOR

r

414116.•
WHO
eaCeniNATED
NOu

•

I

I

4119.

THE MAN
WHO KNOWS
ME BEST

a

4
5Pf` 47

st
0
-4 10-6
POACH NG r5 ILLEGAL HERE.
IAA MAKING A CiTIZENS
ARREST YOU'RE ALL
UNDER ARREST,'

MAONO

"THAT'S WHAT
I.. UH„ TH NO(
I THOUGHT
I KNOW
YOU 9.410..
WHO AND YOU Z

Owl"

0-6

INDUSTRIAL SHEETMETAL
WORK. Call
Calhoun
Sheetmetal for gutters,
downspouts, flashings, fascia,
or metal building repair. Quality work guaranleed. References
furnished upon request. Barry
Calhoun, 502-247-8755

26. TV-Radio

\

DIP I HEAR
1CIU RIGHT?
SAY IT
AGAiN

15. Articles For Sale

Mobile home for sale 19zz
Newport. 1260. 3 bedrooms,
partially furnished.- central
heat, air-conditioned, 200 amp
service pole, steps and under'
pinning. Call 345-2735 or 1530225. ask for Roger
Two 1973 mobile homes for
sale, 12x65, 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, good condition. 3546587.
1260 Two bedroom, living
room, dining room, kitchen,
bath, all electric, partially furnished, in excellent condition.
Includes underpinning, tie
downs, porch, and window airconditioner. Call 753-4326
after 5 pm weekdays.
Trailer for sale Call 753-4744.

New dunlex for rent or sale! 2
bedroom plus carport. All appliances furnished with washer
and dryer hookup No pets Call
753-2965.
Rtyeria Apartments. Two
bedrooms, refrigerator, range,
disposal, carpet, drapes,
washer-dryer hookup, and
dishwasher. 443-3430.

Is Now The Factory Authorized

Customers of 501 if you have
not received your canceled
check from. your bank, please
'contact 501 in Fulton
Sifts, ironstone Christmas
dishes, baby planters. English
tea pots, and many, many more
gifts. Dish & Glass Shoppe. 207
N Poplar. Paris. TN. .
LEATHER REPAIR and custom
:eather work Reasonable. Call
:53-9736

et=1

For sale or trade for house in
Murray - Large country home
situated on 5 acres located at
Wiswell Call 753-5233 after 6
pm

27. Mobile Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent

37. Livestock-Supplies
ossrAss....-r
Wanted Representative Sales
Leather repair and custom
Smyth
1211. et Sycamore
Person
Walter
by
Jim
needed
'Depressed: Life Can
work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
Telephone 753-1651
Homes for this area. This is an
Be Meaningful" - 759gun cases, billfolds, saddleP.0,1..
3111
opportunity to get in on the
444. Children's Bible
bags. 753-9736.
Story - 759-4445.
ground floor with a large na30. Business Rental
tional home building organization Straight commission posiMini
trons available. Million dollar
4.1n Memory
ad campaign now. Excellent
Warehouse
19.
Farm
Equipment
In reinemberance of Christine advancement opportunity for
Storage Space
urdock.
BUILDING SALE!! All steel
those wishing to move into
clear-span. Must take delivery
management. Fringe- beneftts
For Rent
Wanted
9.
Situation
A rainbow in all it's Glory,
by Nov. 15, 1980. Price Exfor salaried employees include:
753-4758
That was Christine.
12 year profit sharing program, Would like to keep child after amples: 30'x48.x12' for $3988
Mother, Father, Love. Family. stock purchase investment pro- school, live in town. Call 753- • 40'x60'x12' for $6523 •
Church a small child of God.
4-0'x72'x14' for $6025 •
gram, life and hospitalization 8261.
Large building for rent.
That was Christine.
48'x96'x14' for $8433 •
insurance. Must have honest 10. Bus. Opportunity
4 bays in front. Hoist 2
Two Butterflies trying out their character, good personality, be $180 -15---week part time at 60'x100x16 for $12,919. Call
bock boys. Extra Large
new wings - the wind.
ready and willing to follow up home. Webster, America's toll free today 1-800-848-1570
rooms. Call 753-8581
That. was Christine & my leads and seek out and talk to foremost dictionary company 018 pm.
or see at 808 Coldwater
Stacy.
home building prospects. Con- needs home workers to update For sale: Combine 1660, both
Rood.
With A Complete Line Of Tappan Parts
Man made in God's image and: tact George Ross, phone (502) local mailing lists. All ages, ex- headers, field ready. Call after
woman beside him,
442-7368. Jim Walter Homes, perience unnecessary. Call Mr. 6 pm. 753-5156.
Our Service Dept. Is Headed By
That was 'Christine •& Bill Inc., an • equal opporturuty Flynn 1-716-845-5670 ext. International grain c7Il1-,-73 31. Want To Rent
Wanted to rent: Unfurnished
•
Edd.
employer.
With Over 15 Yrs. Experience
454
shoots, like new. Also a hay house for family of five LOVETT
EARL
prefer
A wiggling pup, a horses warm
rake. new Idea. Call after 4 pm,. Calloway County - occupancy by
Serviceman.
Tappan
A
As
muzzle, a kitten purring - Lov753-6210.
November 1st. Reply to B.
ing and taking care of them,
54' Transport 'Auger, like new, Toth, 18244 Five Pts., Detroit,
That was Christine's calling.
$1800. 435-4265.
Ws Have A Complete
Use Our 24 Hr. Phones
MI 48240 - include phone
Always sharing her love, hap753-5341
number.
Line Of Tappan
Days
Equipment
20.
Sports
piness, her possessions. her life
354-6956
Seeking an individual with specialized
Nights
Appliances,
with her friends.
24 Inch, 10-speed bicycle. 32. Apts. For Rent
7534766
That was Christine and her electrical, refrigeration, or
boiler
%
Murray brand, $40. Like new. Apartments for rent, near
love for fellow persons
downtown. Call 153-4109.
Call 753-2984.
WHETHER
PRODUCTS
TAPPAN
ALL
SERVICE
WE
with
2
Applicants
training.
operation
Her body's resting
Furnished- aparimenE Air and
22. Musical
PURCHASED HERE OR NOT!
Her soul is alive and vibrated
years experience in central plant
carpeting. One block from
earon
us while'she lived here
and
case,
Nice
electric
guitar
University.
$110
per
month.
operation prefered. Will be required to
th.
-$75. Call Brown's Grove 159-4538.
Now serving God in His interpret the cause of readings on
Tradmi Post, 445-4555.
For rent: Attractive 2 bedroom
753-5341
heaven
209 S. 3rd
Used Bundy tenor saxaphone duplex, all appliances furnishchillers
boilers,
of
meters
and
gauges
lives
is
A beautiful part of our
with case. Excellent condition. ed. near M S.0 753-5791
missing with her passing. We or related equipment. Must be capable
Call 753-4333 after 4 pm.
give God the praise for sharing
of
types
23.
Exterminating
varied
performing
of
and
we
pray
we
her with us,
make her passing work for his mechanical operations. Contact Per0 Bugs coil
Glory.
Over the rainbow with our sonnel Services, Second Floor, Sparks
Lord
Hall, Murray State. An Equal Opt How can you make money?
Our Christine Lives
portunity Employer.
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
Estelle Adams Stacy's Mother
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

tom,

33. Pets-Supplies

3E31EIIIE

13. For Sale Of Trade

aft

A MASKED H000.,
9RDI LING OUR HUNT'
I'M GOING TO BLOW
HIM OFF THAT

G.E. 10" color t.v Ca4I 7672548 after 5 pm. ••
Stereo with 8-track playerrecorder, $75. Call Brown's
Grove Trading Post, 435-4555.

27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 Atlantic 3 bedroom, 2
baths. $4000. Financing
available at low rate. 753-0187
after 5 om.
Double wide 24x52, .3
bedrooms, bath and a half,
new carpet. $8500. Located in.
Graves county. 382-2330.
.
l74 Furnished mobile home,
1265. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Large lot with city water. Central electric heat and air.
Located 21
/
2miles from town.
This will sell quickly at $8900
Call Murray Calloway County
Realty, 7531146,
rcf,4 Holly -Park, 14'00'. 2
bedrooms, furnished, fireplace,
'carpeted. 8x12 patio with awning. $13,500 247-0935.
12x65 Mobile home and lot,'
J1
/
2 miles ham town. Call altr
5 pm, 759-1854. $13,500 *1974 Mobile home, 12x68.
bedrooms, 2 baths, completely
furnished. Call 753-6709 after
5 pm

2. How car you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads Or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v• No changes will be made in copy.
v•Paid days will run first.
rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
.••••
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.
Total
No. Days
No. Days
Days Run
Paid
Free
4
1
8
2
6
12
3
9

Zrhe

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of adverting you decide ter,io.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND5AVE:
Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
,ruomsommeinill

,

1

BEST COPY AVAILA

,
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

:ker Spaniel
white Call

4371tala Estate

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

TI

Do you own your own lot or lot
and mobile home? If you. do
and your family income is
within the following adjusted
income limits, you may qualify
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
4 bedroom home Income
limits are. Two in family $13,500, Three in family $15,150, Four in family
$17,900 With today's inflation
and interest rates up, why not
visit our office today and let us
talk
terms
now 7531492 CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
Sycamore

ishund pupodlines $60
II 527-9/00
yd dog obeed handling,
itection All
Professional
18.
RS
$5.000 and
00 and up
t955.

.e_
molest in
is
this
brick on
ien that is
dream! A
Ire heart of
duced
to
I Anna to
tment. Of
home 753
itt

43.1tial Estate

53.Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Concrete and block work Block Licinsed Electrician and gas in Tractor work, bushhogging,
REDUCED TO SILL! Completely
garages, basements, driveways, stallation, heating installation plowing, discing, blade work
furnished, 2 year old
walks, patios steps, free and tepairs Call 753 7203
3
gardens Free estimates Call
bedrooms, 2 full baths lomng
estimates Charles Barnett
753-7400 or 753-2632
room, dining room, den,
753-5476
fireplace on non half ocre lot
ROOFING
TENTS AND AWNINGS. custom
in Lynn Grove area 530,200
CARPET
CLEANING
C•none•rcl•I
made and repaired Reasonable
and
BOYD MAJOR
Guaranteed References Free
rates Free estimates Call 753
R•shisatial, ShIsselo
REAL ESTATE
estimates 753-9736
9736
and Isellt-eis
/53 8080
753-18,111
Raller•acoss, all work
Wet basement? We make wet
1.'01c-satyric.' Senut,
/
r wood
basements dry work completegearantemsl. 759-4512
iii Tio Frien,11, 1 cu, Is
t.
e
Early Before
ly guarenteed Call or write
or 759-1859.
1111111.0•11111111ONNONONinssesin01ew
Morgan Construct= Co.
2
Bad Weather'
ALMO HEIGHTS
Clean as a button, 2
Coll 753 5648
Mobile homes moved Insured, Route 2 Box 409A Paducah
•ASOCe."....r...CrecCrOCY"-.4:••
bdrm. home, hard377 Acre form 250 acre:n
after 4 p.m.
state licensed. Unblocked and KY 42001 or call day or night
Income property Small apartbeans, 27 in timber with
wood floors, new
blocked. Also service work 1-442-7026
ment budding, fully rented, extobacco bases and 55 acres in
carpeting, remodeled
Benton. I-527-8740.
cellent income For sale by
Hand tintitig and oil
Fireplace inserts custom built
bottom land Old farm house
kitchen
owner Low $20's Call 753with apwork is painted in our
Need work on your trees? ToPP\ and well on property Located
Fireplace
and
chimney
brick
Purdom & Thurman
pliances, large utility
8742
studio. Come in and see
ing, pruning, shaping, com" elected, I promise you whateve
repair
Call
O Bell City area Asking 5715
after
6
pm
2
8
5
I
f
436r Carter or
some samples
room. Big lot with
Insurance &
per acre Call today to get in
plete removal and more Call
Reagan proposes I will do the opposite."
STROUT REALTY, INC
•
trees and a nice
Real Estate
on this good buy Murray
CARTER
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
NI it ••••(1 ((el(r / TOO .*
die
For all your plumbing in- professional tree
Callowoy County Realty, 753
Souttisld• Court Square
garden
spot.
S 8146
care.
753STUDIO
43.
Real Estate
stallation and repair, all work 8536.
5
Economical gas heat.
SalredS
Murray, Krintuchy
FARMS HOMES
304 Maui
753 8798
guaranteed,
call
753-8950
$13,900.
\
BUSINESSES
753-4451
Painting, paperhanging. com- WEST
3 Bedroom home l' I acres
I AKE AND RECREATIONAI
KENTUCKY ASPHALT
1976 Ford Maverick 4-door, Floyd's General Contracting.
*/ central heat and air,
mercial or residential. Farm COATING
HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING for
PROPERTY
air-conditioned, power steer- You need it done, we can do it.
& SEALING. Have
EXCELLENT
located NW of Murray. Also T
buildings. etc 20 years ex- your home driveway
that perfect home WeN, we
ing,
radio.
or parking
Call
after
3
Listings
pm, 753- For free estimate phone 474- perience.
needed(
included is a 2 car shop wired
INCOME
Offices
found
it!
Free
Not too large and
estimates. 759- lot sealed professionally before
CHOOSE ELEGANCE Feel like
7245.
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
for compressor. Insulated to
PROPERTY
not too small, just right.
1987
walking through a movie star's \ T.V.A. standards. Priced in
winter 753-8163
Everywhere. "Free- Catalog
Brand new duplex in
Three bedroom., kitchen,
1974 Mustang II, air- 8
Fe00
nc8e. sales at Sears now Call Stop! For all your repair
home with 11 crystal tiffany
the 520's.
needs. Will haul driveway white• rock
fining room, specious living
STROUT REMIT
Northwood
.
conditioned,
Ideal
renAM-FM
8-track,
Sears.
753-2310 for free roofing. carpentry, plumbing
chandeliers? Don't just walk'
Loom.. ir•••• - 4310030
lo• Rm..Ink*.
room and lots of closets. Car
and Ag lime, also have any type
tal location, two
new tires, $4400 In good estimate for your needs
11.114 1111"••••• - 751/474
You can live in this 3 bedroom
I t11 ,•4•0., Y. 753-0186
and electrical work, look no of brown
pet thruout. This home is in
Prearit• Oyes - 7313713
or white pea gravel
bedrooms
shapef-Call
Mar,
Ty
759-4508
each
Amyl.*
side,
2 bath home priced in the
morel Call 753-9226 or 753- Also do
perfect condition
tools* Askew - 1511410
Where'
backhoe work Call
central heat and air,•
Tar, 111•••••1••. A•••(••-•(
ALUMINUM
1615 Ryan of course. For
$60's Architect designed large
1973 Monte Carlo, dark green,
9623 We'll do your lob large or Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or
many quality features.
(111ry:
733-9114 t
it
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
friendly, courteous service
living, dining, and family room
Landau roof in good shape. Can
;mall All work done to your 753-6763.
SERVICE CO.
......4.7
*
Double carport. Rents
hist give us a col.
baths, brick veneer home,
This one needs to be seen to he
be seen at Speedway, Highway
;atisfaction.
Murray-Calloway
Aluminum and Vinyl
for $570.00 monthly. In
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
completely appreciated In ad641 Call 759-1160.
•
Siding, Custom Trim
County R•alty
low 60's.
SMITH
COURTNEY SMALL
features Olympic size pool.
JOHN
dition to the 2 acre lot, a '
Two young women want to
50.
Used
=autsanassemssessinnommasson
Trucks
S
Work,
(502)7538146
References.
central heat and air, fireplace,
ENGINE REPAIR AND
24x40 building with basement.
share nice house with another
1976
Dodge Ramcharger air753-0689 Day or
burglar alarm system. For more
previously, an antique shop For
SAW SERVICE - Stella
ritoman. Near M.S.U. and
Me3r0r4ayN, Kil y2".
42
S071
conditioning, power steering,
information call Purdom &
Night.
your private viewing call Spann 753-4864 • Low prices
2
downtown. Private bath and
Power
brakes,
automatic. Call
Thurman Real Estate, 153Realty Associates, 753-7724'
Je'..Iir..^....--or.
OF /HOMES/
,
-,
,./
-../Zer."
-,
-0•30."
,- -.6'.
because
entrance. Available October
if
le.
For interior and exterior
753-9262 after 5 pm
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585,
1st. Call Rebekah after 5 pm,
overhead.
decorating,
home
repair
and
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
1950 GMC pickup, 327 rebuilt
753-6577
remodeling,
call
753-0068.
engine. 1967 Elcomino body
753-7411
Have your driveways white rock-. _ The Wooly Worms are telling us that a long, cold winCall 436-2439 after 4:30
AROUND THE CLOCK
ed and graded before bad -for will soon be here, so - we have just
the place for
weather Free estimates. Clifyou. This exceptional brick ranch type home has
REALTY
hod
44. Lots For Sale
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom ford Garrison, 753-5429.
additional insulation to make it snug and worm. The
Beautiful wooded one acre made and rer,P,--'46eionable Insulation blown in by Sears,
economical gas heat and a great fireplace will cut the
rates. Free estimates. Call 753building lot. Call 753-0091.
•e"
save on these high heating and
heating costs. There are three large bedrooms, two
9736.
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753baths, large kitchen, the den with the fireplace, living
A PLACE TO
197a Vega pop-up camper. ev 2310 for free estimate.
room, dining room and foyer. Deluxe carpeting has
HANG YOUR HEART
/4 Acre farm between Pro- cellent condition,
lots of ex- K & K
been recently installed. This fine home is on a choice
Stump Removal. Do you
dence and Concord on George tras. Call
You'll fall in love with
753-4112 or after need
stumps removed from
lot in a very desirable location on Doran Rood.
Sh5emaker Road. 3 bedroom 4 30, 753-1795,
this quality built 4
Early
We've got you covered,America.
ask for Kenny. your yard
or land cleared of
house, full basement. pole
bedroom home in
possession is available. Very reasonably priced. Call
and Motors stumps? We can remove us for an appointmen
barn, tobacco barn. Jay Futrell
Canterbury Estates.
t and let us show you this quality
stumps up to 24- below the
Home has many , farm. Call 527-1525. $85.000.
home.
Sept. 26-Nov. 26
For Sale
ground, leaving only sawdust
outstanding features
46.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor
and
Homes
chips. Call for free
14 Ft. V Bottom Boat
For Sale
including large den
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
with 18 h. p. Evinrude
By owner: 2 Story log home, on
with wood burning
1111 Sycamore
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
motor and trailer.
large wooded lot. near Paris
fireplace, formal din753-010
1 or 753-7531
$550.
492-8515.
Call
Landing.
KARATE
.Beautiful
Open
daily
CLASSES
natural
ing room, large
wood interior, heat efficient
Murray Karate Center. For apbedrooms, and exfireplace, 3 bedrooms, 1'7 14: Alumni-Craft ion boat. Easy pointment call 753-6317..
quisite design and
baths. Financing available to Rider trailer, 24 hp Johnson, LEATHER
decor throughout. OfREPAIR and custom
qualified buyer. (901) 642- boat and trailer like new. 753- leather work_ Reasonable
fered in the $70's,
Call
2935.
9265.
753-9736
through
Kopperud
By owner: 3 bedroom brick. Reduced for quick sale, 28'
Realty,711 Main.
north of Kirksey on gravel road, Chriscraft Cruiser, many extras,
COUNTRY SEWING
approximately 1 11 acre with cabin like new, full galley,
NIP 'N TUCK
Yet minutes from
stock barn. Equity and assume sleeps 4 Radio, depth-finder,
town. 4 bedroom, 2
UPHOLST
ERY
hardtop, full canvas. Can be
91
/
2% VA loan. Call 489-2798.
bath home located on
seen
at
Sportsman
Rt.
Marina.
1,
3,4 acre. New septic
Three bedroom brick house and
Hazel, Ky.
house trailer. 50x50 body shop Kentucky Lake, Highway 68 at
tank and field tile.
Jonathon Creek. First $4,750
Free estimates! Pickup
2 acres land on 641. 4'2 miles
Priced in the $40's.
north of Murray Call 753 takes it! Call(812) 882-8303.
and delivery! Discount
Phone Kopperud Real53. Services Offered
5618.
fabrks1 Owners, Jerry
ty, 753-1222 for fulland Sherry Jones,
time Real Estate SerFor appliance repair, refrigera47. Motorcycles
vice.
Phone 492-8307 or
tion, and small electrical repair
Am,
1978 DT-175. also 1916 MT- lobs. call Bill Rollins, 753753-6152.
Priced slashed! Make an offer 125. Elsinore motor on both 0762
701 South 4th
Murray, Ky.
on this under priced bikes. Completely rebuilt and
home...The family is anxious to broke in. Call 753-6567 after 6
i7v::,11L111F::SA E
move with husband to his new pm
comfortable
bedroom brick Tom:,
lob location. This home is lust 1976 500
209 Walnut Street
Honda, $800. 1971
Saturday, Oct. 11, 10:00 a.m., 1980
located at end of quiet dead
outside of city limits lust 2
end street. Has attached
500 Triumph, some custom
garage
and
work area, outside storage
Rain or Shine; Clinton, Ky.
miles, making for town conve- parts,
building, Living
$350. Phone 759-1985
room with fireplace. Located
niences but no city taxes The after 4 pm.
Sale will be held on the property located 4 miles South of Clinton and 9 miles North of Fulton on Highon large lot. May be seen
by appointment only at 909
way Sr. WATCH FOR SALE ARROWS.
house has a traffic pattern that
Pogue Ave., or call 753Mr. Virgil Ketchins has commissioned Alexander Real Estate S. Auction Sales to sell his shop equipis very liveable. Insulated up to 1974 Kawasaki 500, excellent
'3387- 531,500.
Thank You
ment, automobiles and real estate to the highest bidder. Mr. Ketchins' shop was burglarized and, large
TVA
specifications
for condition. Call 751,9641 or
portion of his equipment was stolen, therefore most of the items are like new.
economic utility bills. Priced in 474-2355.
"AUTOMOBILES" S. TRAILER 1980 Rabbit Sation Wagon (1533 Miles), Diesel Engine, loaded with air,
the $30's. Call TV-1492 CEN- Leather repair. Also chaps.
AM,.' FM tope deck, rear window wiper, etc. 1976 Dotson Pickup (excellent condition, 43792 Miles).
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors motorcycles suits. saddle-bags.
1980 Datsun Pickup long wheel base (6000 miles). HOT ROD
Chevrolet Vega Body on International
and let us show you this home custom leather seats. Call 753Scout Running Gear L V-8 Motor. Prowler Travel Trailer (self contained, gas refrigerator L stove, bath,
toda
sleeps 6)
9736.
FARMING EQUIPMENT
Ford 3600 Tractor - 73.9 Hrs.; Ford 980 Rotary Mower; Ford 3 Pt. Lift;
MX-I00 Yamaha, good condi(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)
New 2 Row Cultivator; Burch 6' Disc(NEW); Ford Plow
2.12; Ford - H.D. 6' Blade
tion. Call 435-4238 after 5 pm.

S

SrINNR.

k

Sycamore
'53.1651
t 311

57. Wanted

k

753-8080

FER

53. Services Offered

RE§5

Does Price Count? You bet it
does! 2 bedroom brick on
beautiful acre lot %wounded
by mature trees Bright, sunny
kitchen, dining room, large living room with wood burning
fireplace And
best of
all Priced in the $20's For
comfort and value, compare
with anything you may have
seen Offered bu Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors 753
1492

i-

•

6-04044,.

30%
OFF

51. Campers

OP'['D
753-1222

45. Farms For Sale

§J09,1wQ:pr

52. Boats

'53-5341
154-6956
766
1

hR

53-5341

30% Off Special Order

Imperial Wallcovering Thru Nov.8

20% Off Special Order

Duncan Wallcovering Thru Nov. 1
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Black's Decorating
Center

Hornbuckle Barber Shop

PUBLIC AUCTION

A:

Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15

Dia14-Service

SHOP EQUIPMENT
Sioux Valve face Grinding Machine (Md. 680); Bleckhawk Hydraulic locks; Snap
On 4 Drawer Tool Chest (NEW); Milton 1260 Battery
; Fox Md. 370 Mr. Battery Charger, Block
Hawk Porter Powers Press
50 Ton.; Steel Shop tench; Lincoln Welder 225 Amp; RD Brake Bleeding
Tank,' Steel Shop Table; Rigid Pipe Threader; Rockwell Drill Press - I H. P. Motor; Engine Stand (NEW);
Columbia 6" Vise L Stand; 6 Blackhowk CLT Stands .- 7 10 ton; 3 - ARO High Pressure Lubricating
Machine, Handy Man Jack; Hunter Hustler Fan; Black Hawk Floor Jack Tons; Curtis Key Display;
Delco Steam Cleaner
Md. 008000 (New - Diesel Fired); Champion Air Compressor (80 Gallon Tank.
Md VR 3.11); Sioux Md. 2081 Grinder & Floor Stand; South Bend lathe - Md. 211440.9" Swing with 4' 7
Boord Right L left Angle Cutters, Self Centering Chuck; Red Arrow Tool Inc NI 1300 Diesel Hoist
(10,000 lb. cap); Pickup Truck Tool Box; Shop fans; 8
Metal Tool Bins with 7 adjustable Shelves; 17
Ports Cabinets.
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE L MATERIALS(SEM FIRST)
Westinghouse Cookstove, GE Cookstove, Gas
Heater, Miscellaneous Items, New 6 Panel Doors, Storm Door and Windows, Stainless Steel Sink,
Shingles, Paneling (65 Pieces), Mosonite Siding.
TOOLS.WRENCHES
Snap-0 Combination Puller Set, OTC Torque wrenches, Proto open S. end wren
thes, Preto truck wheel bearing sockets (2,3/8
(8-1; Proto truck wheel bearing sockets (2.1/2
bearing not socket
1/2" sq. drive; ratchets, power handles IL sockets; 2 - SAF•T-STA
.25/8");
woks (like new), Columbia top L die set; Snap On - 1.1/2" 1. 2- wrenches; Preto wrenches
15/16" to 1.7/16" 1/$" to 3/8"; air sockets; Chicago Industries 'endues - 1-11/16-, 1-7/8-,
ponches•chisels; Rockwell drill, screw driver sets, outside threat chaser, goggles, a check own
hination, crimping tool. OTC gear L bearing puller, Snap On tune set kit, Allen sets, B L D power saw.
Wm electric sander, shop hammers.
TRUCK PARTS AND INVENTORY .REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 12 NOON-ALL TRACTS SELL AT ONE LOCATION
TRACT 1 - Modern Commercial Shop Building - 17 iS0 Aluminum Pad Building with reinforced
concrete floor, 3 0 Service Door, 1-16- sliding doors walls are weinscoated 8. with plywood.
flourmthet lighting plus sky lights LAND
621 frontege on Highway St end 414' frontage on Howell
Rood. OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
Concrete storage and utility balding with washer and drym con
motions, 1" well, and wood storage building
IDEALLY LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 51
MAIN NORTH SOUTH TRUCK ROUTE
TRACT 2 - Located S Miles North of Fulton oat the West Side of Highway Si Modern 7 bedroom
residetice.
TRACT 3 - 501 Wenerfield Street, Clington, By. Turn off Highway 51 onto Crew StrAILT . Turn North
onto Waterfield Street at school, iv block to 2 Indrawn rundown.
TRACT 4
106 Depot Street, Clinton, By Tern West off Highway SI onto Depot Street and 7 Works
to 3 bedroom residence.
AUCTION HELD ON TRACT 1
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 20% DOWN ON EACH TRACT. Balance due within 30 days upon delivery of deed
All tracts sold subiect to owner confirmation
KITCHINS SUPPLY
Mr and Mrs, Vigil( Ketchen, Owner
Phone S02(6534607(Choate, By
Fulton.
By
(Property
Ratite 1, Box 122.
Address)
FOR MOKI INFORMATION CONTACT

ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE 8- AUCTION SALES
MARVIN

E Alf/1*MM, AUCTIONEER LK., NO. 67
OFF 739 UNIVERSITY Sr
PHONE 5117,4741
MARTIN TENN
NIGHT: MARVIN I ALEXANDER
TERRY OLIVER
WENDER ALEXANDER
587 1568
364 2709
364 2115S
PROFESSIONAllEttl SERVKI HAS CAUSoD MORE MIKE TO SELL THE ALEXANDER WAY

753-1222
_Alb&
ASSUME LOW
INTEREST LOAN
Just'listed, this large
older home at corner
of 10th and Poplar
Streets.
Excellent
location close to city
schools,
public
library, and hospital.
A good investment for
only $34,900. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531221 for full time real
estate service.
IT'S A
HONEY FOR
THE MONEY
Large 4 bedroom, 1
bath, well maintained
older home with lots of
character. Must be
seen inSide to appreciate. Economical
central gas heat, gas
grill on patio, screened
front porch, electric
garage door opener,
and located within
walking distance of
downtown. Offered M
$37,900 and Just listed.
Phone the Action
Number, 753-1112,
Kopperud Realty in
Murray.

I

X1-125 Honda for sale, 1978
model. Call any time. 4928937.

Radio Cab Company

TAXI CAB SERVICE

49. Used Cars
1979 Buick Electra Limited,
loaded with extras, local car.
20,000 actual miles Can be
seen at Black's Decorating
Center. or call 753-0839 or
753-5287.
1968 Chevy Impala, reliable, in
good condition. $650 Call 7594652 on weekends, after 530
on weekdays.
1975 Dodge Dart, in good condition Call 753-9964 any time
of day
Datsun 260Z, low miles, air
dam, spokes. louvers. new
Michelins. clutch, paint
$4300. 753-6429
1977 Datsun 810, 4-door
sedan. nice. Call 753-8124.
For sale, 1978 Gremlin. good
condition, one owner Call 4354468

Fire
911

Ormars
CUSTOM K nom.
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
'CUSTOM BUILT rimuerriet
•CUSTOM MIT NIEMEN
C•1111111TTS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

Phone 753-5351

FREE

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-1621

MAGIC HAT
"clammy Sw•eppolny
'In the fine old
tradition"
Business 436-2731

Police
911

Termite

Murray -Calloway

Inspection

County Hospital

Flies, Roaches,
Silver, Fish
& Shrubs

753-5131

KELLEY'S TERMITE
L PEST CONTROL
100S 13thSt
Murray, Ky

**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-3914 753-6952

Quality Service
Company
14..sting and Air
Conditioning Soles
Soles and Service
Modern Sheet Metal
Smirks Depertnionts

753-9290

•

rnav evAILARLE

or 753-5352

Leather Repair

1966
Ford
Fairlane,
mechanically sound Call 7533262
1970 LTD. in r
nod condition
th Street,
eet,
Hazel,
171.
.
1917 Mustang Cobra 11 302 4
speed with tlouble power and
air. AM-FM 8-traik reelf'set of
white letter tires, factory
wheels, 43,000 actual miles.
$3250 Call 1 354 6217

6 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK

Custom Work
Clothing, Saddles,
Harness, Purses
& Billfolds

753-9736

FALL SPECIAL
10°. OFF
All Paint
And Labor
(With WM Ad!
eerier.< ed Owekty V/ or,.
Very Reasonable Prue.

Robinson 8, Day
Painting
Contractors
753-51292
Elm Watts
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Development Of Coal Conversion
Industry Not Prevented By Data

I_Funerals I
Mrs. Lovett Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Being Held Today
Mrs. Pollyanna Torten
Lovett, mother of Gary Lynn
Lovett of Murray, died Saturday at 8:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 63 years of
age.
The deceased, a resident of
Calvert City Route 1, was a
member of the Oaklawn
United Methodist Church at
Sharpe.
She is survived by three
sons — Gary Lynn Lovett,
Murray, Kenneth Owen
1,ovett, Calvert City, and
James 'Daniel Lovett, St.
Louis, Mo.; two daughters,
Mrs. Carol Compton,
Frtinkfort, and Mrs. Cynthia
Bippert, Paducah; one sister,
Mrs. Nell Campbell, New
Mexico; five grandchildren.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of.
the Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah, with the Rev. Jim
Calhoun and the Rev. James
Hardy officiating. Burial will
follow .in the . Woodlawn
.1, monal Gardens there.

Raymond Hamlin Is
Dead,At Age Of 82;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Raymond Hamlin of 213
South 12th Street, Murray,
died Sunday at'3:30 p.m. at the
Henry County Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was 82 years of age.
The Murray man was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. He
was retired from the personnel department of the Tappan
Company, Murray Division.
Prior to that he was employed
with the Tennessee Valley
Authority for 17 years.
Born March 2, 1898. in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Richard A.
Hamlin and Ella McCuiston
Hamlin.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary Stubblefield
Hamlin,to whom he was married on Oct. 16, 1918; one
sister, Mrs. Ada Smith,
Westyfew Nursing Home,
Murray; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
officiating and Jerry Bolls
directing the singing by
singers from the Seventh and
Poplar Church.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. to
day (Monday).

Camera Club Will
Hold Meet Tonight
The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at
the educational building, First
United Methodist church.
Each one should bring their
cameras and tripods for a
shooting session with Dr. Gene
Bailey and Robert Crenshaw
in charge of the program.

Ducks Unlimited To
Meet Here Tuesday
A meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Chapter of
Ducks Unlimited will be held
Tuesday, Oct. 7, at 7 p.m. at
the Tnangle Inn, Murray.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend,
according to a chapter
spokesman. Tickets to the
Ducks Unlimited banquet will
be available.

•4

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FORT MITCHELL, Ky.
Environmental infor(API
matian gathered to date "in no
way precludes the development" of the coal conversion
industry, according to a
Department of
federal
Energy.
Dr. David A. Smith, deputy
director of D(LE's division of
health effects research, said
Friday there may be significant differences in the environmental impact of various
coal-conversion technologies.
A similar opinion was expressed by other members of
a panel'oh the effects of coal
conversion in the final day of
the Governor's Conference on
the Environment.
coal-Conversion
Nine

Battle To Continue On
Ashland's Wet-Dry Issue
PRESENTED BRAILLE BOOK — Kelly Prescott, second left, Murray was recently
presented a Braille New Testament from which he read the Scripture starting the worship service on a recent Sunday at the Memorial Baptist Church. The four volume set
was obtained by Dr. Dennis Poplin in behalf of the church from the Braille Bible Foundation of Oakland Park, Fla. Making the presentation was the Rev. Dr. lerrell White,
right, church pastor, and Halford Beane, second right, church deacon. Pictured on left
was Kelly's father, Donnie Prescott. Also present for the occasion of the first reading of
the Scriptures from Braille at Memorial Church were Kelly's mother, Mrs. Donnie
Prescott, his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Bell; and his uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Prescott.

Little Threat To Land

ASHLAND, Ky. API — ficials hope will revitalize the
"The battle is not over until it area. Backers of the complex
had said that, without liquor
is settled in the court."
That's how Rev. Harold sales, hotel and nightclub porCathey summed up the over- tions of the project would be
whelming ,vote for limited impossible on the scale curretail sales of liquor in rently envisioned.
Voters in the Herbst
downtown areas of this east
Kentucky city for the first precinct,..rwhere the Ashland
Centre would be built, gave
time in 37 years. •
Cathey heads the United the option its most lopsided
Pho(o by Carter Studio_
Dry Forces which has filed 'margin,228 to 54.
Mayor Jack Thompson Said
suit challenging the constitutionality of the precinct he felt the effect of the vote
voting law approved by the would be "very positive" for
the complex."We hope we can
last General Assembly. 1
vote Saturday, have an announcement shortoverall
The
tropical characteristics Sunmidnight.
including absentee ballots, ly that will be more definite."
Ivan formed from a non- day.
Under the terms of the state
was 919 in favor, and 340
tropical low pressure system._ Forecasters said the huragainst the sale of liquor, with law allowing precinct electhat gradually began intensi- ricane is not expected to
each of the four precincts tions,the approval vote means
Eying Saturday and acquired strengthen today.
favoring liquor sales by at that each precinct can have a
least a 2-to-1 margin. A total of maximum of three package
2,173 voters reside in the four( stores and four restaurants
licensed to sell liquor by the
precincts.
The outcome, which the pro- drink. Thompson indicated
wet Citizens for a Progressive that not all the licenses would
The eastbound lanes of at Reidland onto U.S. 62 to the Community said hinged on be awarded immediately.
Interstate-24 between U.S. 68 Parkway at Calvert City and economic considerations, apCathey said he was saddenconnector road and the then back onto 1-24.
parently cleared the way for ed by the outcome "because.
Parkway
Purchase
Jackson
construction of the $104 this many people have overThe spokesman said oil is
will be closed beginning at 8
Ashland Centre, a hotel, ruled 6,000 who voted in the
eastbound
the
to
applied
being
a.m. DST Tuesday, Oct. 7, unnightclub, shopping mall and last (citywide) election." In
the
preserve
to
only
lanes
til sometime Thursday afteroffice coinplv that city of- that citywide vote in 1978, the
noon, Oct. 9, according to a pavement.
four downtown precincts also
spokesman from the Kentucky
voted to go wet, but were overof
Department •
ruled by voters in other
.
Transportation.
precincts of the town of 30,000.
Traffic will be routed off of
Briefs on a UDF motion for
1-24 at the U.S. 68 interchange
a summary judgment on the
By JOHN J. MULLINS
to Massachusetts General law are to be submitted to
Associated Press Writer
Hospital early Saturday after Franklin Circuit Court by
BOSTON (AP) — Singer- being awakened by the pains. Wednesday.
actress Liza Minnelli, who She was staying at a Boston
Cathey indicated that UDF
doctors discovered was preg- hotel with her husband Mark would appeal an unfavorable
hospitalizwas
she
after
reconciliaa
nant
magistrate for
Gero while playing a series of decision to the Kentucky
tion try but it failed and she fil- ed here for abdominal pains, nightclub dates in nearby Supreme Court and, if the law
manager
her
ed the divorce request Friday, is doing well,
Framingham.
was upheld by that panel,
says, but has canceled all apa palace spokesman said.
"She was very frightened of "we'll have to abide by the
Caroline and Junot met in pearances this week in Fram- miscarrying," Ms. Wemble law, even though we might
1975. Her parents, Prince ingham and Philadelphia.
said. •
feel it is unjust." And, he add"She's feeling pretty good,"
Rainier and Princess Grace,
Miss Minnelli, 34, married ed, "we'll do all we can to
tried to dissuade her from her manager Deanna Wemble Gen) last Dec. 4. She suffered educate people about the evils
marrying him contending he said Sunday. "She's resting. a miscarriage in her first of alcohol."
was a playboy, but she refused She's sleeping well. She has no pregnancy, Ms. Wemble said.
Ron Marshall, head of the
•,
more pain,'
and they wed June 28, 1978.
Producer Jerry Roberts CPC,said he was "quite pleasshe
if
feels
doctor
Junot
"The
A photograph of
said the rest of her ap- ed with the way it turned out.
emerging from a Paris apart- keeps off her feet and relaxes, pearances were canceled We even had more voter tur22,"
Oct.
ment with a girl who had her she can resume work
through Tuesday. Ms. Wemble nout than we expected."
arm around his neck ap- Ms. Wemble said. That is the said her shows scheduled for
He said that his group, if
parently was the last straw, date of her scheduled opening Thursday through Oct. 13 in successful in the election, had
and the palace announced in at the. Center Audikwium in Philadelphia also were cancel- planned to file a "friendly"
August that Caroline and Denver.
ed.
suit to verify the conMiss Minnelli was admitted
Junot had separated.
Miss Miruttlli Was appear- stitutionality of the precinct
ing with Joel Grey, who star- law, but the UDF suit "would
red with her in the film do it." Marshall said his group
"Cabaret."
"didn't want to see any
business man have to go to
court to establish the conLOULSVILLE, Ky AP; - USDA -stitutionality after he had
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
3 Crafty
ACROSS
already established a
close
week's
last
to
compared
2300;
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
4 Otrirves
I Out of dale
business."
slaughter trade sluggish; steers and

Ivan Turns Into Hurricane
MIAMI , AP) — Tropical
Storm Ivan turned into a hurricane early . today, but
forecasters said the storm
posed little threat to land.
"This one had a somewhat
unusual development," said
forecaster Joe Pelissier of the
National Hurricane Center
here. "It's no threat to land."
At 6 a.m. EDT, the storm
was located at latitude 28.5
north, longitude 31.5 west,
about 700 miles southwest of
the Azores Islands. It was
moving southwestward at 12
mph.
The hurricane's highest sustainad winds were 80 mph.
Ivan became the ninth
tropical storm of the 1980
Atlantic season Sunday. It
turned into a hurricane about

1-24 Eastbound Lanes
To Be Closed Two Days

Doctors Discover Liza
Minnelli Is Pregnant

Princess Caroline Files
For Divorce From Junot
MONTE CARLO, Monaco
( AP) — Princess Caroline has
filed for divorce from Philippe
Junot, ending speculation she
would ask the Vatican to annul
her marriage.
Late last month the 23-yearold Caroline and her 40-yearold husband appeared before a

Pete Phelan Is
Calloway Coordinator
For Anderson Drive
Pete Phelan has been appointed Calloway County coordinator for the John B. Anderson for President campaign,
according to an announcement today by the Kentucky
campaign headquarters in
Louisville.
Phelan is employed by Pro
ject Apollo, an Upward Bound
project for high school
students. He is a graduate of
Murray State University with
a master's degree in biology
and a specialist degree in environmental education.
Those interested in assisting
in the Anderson campaign in
Calloway County may call
Phelan at 753-8987.
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1 Ranh member
2 Mens nicks

heifers 1101 lower; cows opening 1.00
lower; bulls 1.00-2.00 lower; calves and
vealers untested early. feeders opening
steady to 1.00 lower;
Slaughter steers choice 915-1265 lb
67 75-70.00; mixed good and choice 8951275 lb 63.00-67.50; good mostly 2 8301100
lb 57.25-63 00;
Slaughter heifers choice 610-990 lb
65.40-67.70; mixed good and choice 8501105 lb 62.00.65.50; good 700-1090 lb 53.2562.00, some standard down to 49 00,
- Slaughter cows commercial 42 0048.50; utility 43.00-48.00; high dressing.
and high boning percent individuals
48 25-51 50; cdtter 42.00-46 00; canner
and cutter under 800 1636.00-42.00;
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1530 lb
58.00, yield grade 1-2 9001500 lb 51 7556.50,
Slaughter calves and sealers untested
early;
Feeder steers medium triune I a few
135-586 lb 70.00-77.25; 725.846 lb 67.0070.00; medium frame 2 300-500 lb 64001200. 500.700 lb 6200.6000, large frame
2 including hoL•Xeins 425400 lb 58.00
62.00. 600-898 lb 59.506051 including 24
head 898 lb holsteins 59 70;
Heifers medan frame 1 couple small
lots 395.435 lb/i& 101.4700. medium and
small frame 1 mostly fleshy creep fed offerings 300.500 lb 5600.1400, 500-650 lb
57 0060 75. medium frame 2 400-670 lb
54 00-60 00,
Stock cows a few small and medium
frame 1-2 830.775 lb 2-4 years old 48 CO53 50
Hogs 1000, compared to last Thursday
.barrases and gilts 100.156 lower, US 1-2
200-255 lb 48 00-48.45; US 1-3 200-260 lb
17 504400: 17S.2-3 200285 lb 46.10-47 50,;
sows 1 511.150 higher, US 1-3 350400 lb
45 50-46 00; 400.475 lb 4600.48,50, 470-410
lb 48 54149 Si utility 145-350 lh wOn
1810). hoar,over 100th II 814701,
Sheep 25, represented classes steady;
sbsughter Isinbs a few choice 67 lb 6000,
slaughter ewes utility 2600, feeders
choice sod fancy 111 lb native lambs
18.80.

•

International Reading
Group To Meet Oct.8
The Murray Area Council of and Tammi Lewis.
The program is under the
the International Reading
Association will meet at 4 p.m. direction of Dr. Yancey
Watkins and.' Dr. James B.
Wednesday, Oct. 8, in Room
342 of the Special Education Carlin. All interested parents,
Building on the Murray State teachers and students are invited to attend.
University campus.
The theme will be "A Carnival of Materials." MSU
students will present the major purposes aneComponents
of some of the more recent
materials available for the use
of teachers in elementary
The annual fall conference
schools as related to reading of the United States Coast
instruction.
Guard Auxiliary, Second
The following students will Southern Region, will be held
make presentations; Vera Oct. 1(land 11 at Kenlake State
Shanklin, Sandy Swann, Terri Park Hotel in Hardin.
Cummings,Sara Harned, PatAuxiliarists will be welcomsy Bartsh, Sandra Crowley, ed by Mike Miller, Marshall
Francine Perkins, Kathy County judge-executive. The
Johnson, Teri Futrell, Karen conference is being hosted by
Case, Janet Thompson, Rhon- Division XXVII Western Kenda Burchett, Sandy Gentry tucky. Richard Farrell, Murray,serves as division captain
and past captain Shirley
Johnson, Murray, is conference chairman.
Featured speakers include
The Murray Band Boosters Coast Guard Auxiliary Nawill meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in tional Commodore Dr. Robert
the Murray High bandroom.
L. Horton of Camden, Tenn.,
Information on the Macy's and U.S. Rep. Carroll HubThanksgiving Day Parade bard, chairman of. the House
trip, progress on fund raising, Merchant Marine and
contest previews, and future Fisheries Committee,
plans will be given.
Tennessee Valley Authority
"This will be a very impor- and Land Between the Lakes
tant meeting and all band officials will showcase their
students are urged to have a "Boat Handling For Kids"
family (
representative present demonstration trailer, comto obtain the information," a plete with small boats and a
Boosters spokesman said.
buoy system.

Livestock Market

5 Poetic Muse"
6 Pronoun
7 Chemical suffix
8 Fuel
9 Dillseed
10 Nullity
11 Japeneee

virorunental Protection, in the
absence of Gov. John Y
Brown Jr.
"I'm not Gov. Brown, in
case you didn't know that,"
Mrs. Swigart said. "Gov.
Brown is still out in Las Vegas
with Muhammad Ali, 1
guess."
Mrs. Swigart praised
Bingham as being "especially
interested in working with
youth of Kentucky in developing a conservation ethic or
philosophy ..."
In addition, she said,
Bingham started the Toni
Wallace Award, which honors
private Landowners for exemplary forest management.
Mrs. Swigart also presented
an award to Elmore Grim,
commissioner of the Bureau of
Surface Mining Reclamation
and Enforcement, recognizing
him as the natural resources
department's outstanding
employee.
Three other department
employees were given awards
by the bureaus they work for.
They were Ferrel Miller, a
Murray soil conservationist in
the Bureau of Natural
Resources; Linda Byerly,
director of the Paducah office
of the Division of Air Pollution
Control, Bureau of Environmental Protection, and
John Tye Partin, a reclamation inspector in Middlesboro
for the Bureau of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement.

he would consider the health
risks involved in working in a
coal-conversion plant equal to
by
those experienced
employees of a petroleum
refinery or chemical plant.
He acknowledged that more,
experience is needed before
officials can be certain of the
effects of the industry.
Another panel member,
David Schmalzer, is manager
of technology development tor
the Pittsburg and Mifeway
Mining Co. The company
operates a solvent refined coal
pilot plant near Tacoma,
Wash., and has monitored the
health and environmental effects of the operation.
Schmalzer said studies during the plant's construction
and after it began operating
indicated the process had little
impact on the environment.
Some workers at the plant
have experienced skin contamination, resulting in temporarily darkened hair
follicles, he said, adding that
the company is continuing to
study that problem.
At the conference's closing
luncheon, the state's top environmental award was
presented to Barry Bingham
Sr. of Louisville, board chairman of The Courier-Journal
and Louisville Times.
The Governor's Environmental Award was
presented by Jackie Swigart,
secretary of the Department
for Natural Resources and En-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

6 Navaho
lodge
11 Higher
12 Kite
14 Coniunction
15 Time period
17 Uly
18 Legal matters
20 MIX06
jokimilwe170V 23 Make lace
24 Preposition
26 UNocks
28 Tellurium
symbol
29 European
country
31 Guided
33 Stalemates
35 Antitoxins
36 Predominate
39 Is borne
42 Sortie note
43 kAstake
45 Beeehall
team
46 Ater Poet
48 Asian lend
50 Worthless
leaving
interior, im
51 Girl's name
53 Gorldees of
discord
56 Digraph

11WORMUNKTOLDS
White with blue vinyl top and blue velour
maculate fully equipped.

/56-261 7

facilities have been proposed
for Kentucky, most of them in
the western coalfield.
A pilot H-coal plant began
operating in May at a Catlettsburg site, the first coal conversion facility to open in Kentucky.
Other coal-conversion
plants planned in the state include processes ranging from
coal gasification to solvent
refined coal.
The industry is years away
from commercial scale pro
duction, but some residents of
the areas where plants are
proposed have expressed concern over the potential for
health hazards and environmental damage from the
operations.
In response to a question
from the audience, Smith said

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News ServiCe October 6,1980
Kentucky Purchase"Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts' Act. 862 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady 25 lower Sows uneven 1.00
lower
.$47.00-47.25
US 1-2210-260 lbs
540.50-4700
.
US 7710-250
145 50-46 50
US 2-3 240-260 lbs
US 2-4 260-280 His
Sows
137.0039.00
US 1-2 270-350 lb.
138.00-4100
US 1-3 303-450 lbs.
$41 00-44.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
$44.00-45.00
US 1-3 500650lb*.
83700-3800
US 2-3 300-500 I bs
Boars 32.00-35.50

Coast Guard Fall
Conference To Be
Held At Kenlake

MHS Band Boosters
To Meet Tuesday
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Stock Market
Prices of storks of kcal Interest at 11
a.m (ST today furnished to This Murray
Ledger 6 Times by First of Michigan
Corp.,al Murray,
Industrial Average
Air Products.
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
A.
,,
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf
liardees ,,,,,
Het/Wins. -IBM
Jerico
K-mart
Ktifin's Rig K
Pennwalt
Quaker Osta
Texaco
U S Tobacco
Wendy's

54+4s
544.41,
39%+Vs
528b+ss
21144-1-1
12's unc
70 I'.
53% •
188ess
18+10
.

1244+14
.211444-% •
67+No
sa
73b, 23,
20%+
no trade

30% we
364+
WW-k4
17%b,

With each Chipper you get
2 pieces of fish fillet creamy cole slaw
crisp french fries 2 Southern style hush puppies

Monday thru Thursday Only
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